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Patchworking singular algebraic curves,
non-Archimedean amoebas and enumerative
geometry
E. Shustin∗†
Abstract
We demonstrate a tropical approach to enumeration of singular curves on
toric surfaces, which consists of reducing the enumeration of algebraic curves
to enumeration of non-Archimedean amoebas, the images of algebraic curves
by a real-valued non-Archimedean valuation. This idea was proposed by Kont-
sevich and recently realized by Mikhalkin, who enumerated nodal curves on
toric surfaces [17]. We give a detailed algebraic-geometric explanation for the
correspondence between nodal curves and their amoebas. Our main technical
tool is a new patchworking theorem for singular algebraic curves. We also
treat the case of curves with a cusp and the case of real nodal curves.
”... the naive approach with indeterminate coefficients
and the implicit function theorem.”
From a referee report.
1 Introduction
The rapid development of tropical algebraic geometry over the recent two years has
led to interesting applications in enumerative geometry of singular algebraic curves,
proposed by Kontsevich (see [15]). The first result in this direction has been obtained
by Mikhalkin [17, 18], who counted curves with a given number of nodes on toric
surfaces via lattice paths in convex lattice polygons. The main goal of the present
paper is to explain this breakthrough result and to give a detailed proof for the
link between nodal curves and non-Archimedean amoebas, which is the core of the
tropical approach to enumerative geometry. Our point of view is purely algebraic-
geometric and differs from Mikhalkin’s one, which is based on symplectic geometry
techniques.
Tropical approach to enumerative geometry. Let ∆ ⊂ R2 be a convex
lattice polygon, TorK(∆) the toric surface associated with the polygon ∆ and defined
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over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero. Denote by ΛK(∆) the
linear system on TorK(∆), generated by the monomials x
iyj, (i, j) ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2. We
would like to count n-nodal curves belonging to ΛK(∆) and passing through r =
dimΛK(∆)−n = |∆∩Z2|−1−n generic points in TorK(∆). The required number is
just the degree of the so-called Severi variety Σ∆(nA1). We choose K to be the field
of convergent Puiseux series over C, i.e., power series of the form b(t) =
∑
τ∈R cτ t
τ ,
where R ⊂ R is contained in the sum of finitely many bounded from below arithmetic
progressions, and
∑
τ∈R |cτ |tτ < ∞ for sufficiently small positive t. The latter field
is equipped with a non-Archimedean valuation Val(b) = −min{τ ∈ R : cτ 6= 0},
which takes K∗ onto R and satisfies
Val(ab) = Val(a) + Val(b), Val(a+ b) ≤ max{Val(a), Val(b)}, a, b ∈ K∗ .
A curve C ∈ ΛK(∆) with n nodes is given by a polynomial
f(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆∩Z2
aij(t)x
iyj, aij(t) ∈ K . (1.0.1)
Choosing points (xi, yi) ∈ (K∗)2, i = 1, ..., r, so that the exponents of t in xi, yi are
integral, and imposing conditions f(xi, yi) = 0, i = 1, ..., r, we shall necessarily have
only integral exponents for t in aij(t), (i, j) ∈ ∆. Thus, polynomial (1.0.1) defines
an analytic surface X in Y = Tor(∆)×(D\{0})1, D being a small disc in C centered
at 0, such that the fibres Xt are complex algebraic curves, which belong to the linear
system Λ(∆) on the surface Tor(∆), and have n nodes (cf. Lemma 2.3, section 2.2).
To the pair (TorK(∆), C) we assign a certain limit of the family (Yt, Xt) as
t → 0, where Yt = Tor(∆) × {t} ⊂ Y . The result (Y0, X0) of this operation
we call the tropicalization (or dequantization) of the pair (TorK(∆), C). Namely,
the surface Y0 splits into irreducible components Y0,1, ..., Y0,N , corresponding to a
subdivision of ∆ into convex lattice polygons, and this subdivision is dual to the
non-Archimedean amoeba Af ⊂ R2 of the polynomial f , which passes through the
points (Val(xi),Val(yi)) ∈ R2. Next we define a refinement of the tropicalization as
the tropicalization of the polynomial f after a certain change of coordinates. The
refinement corresponds to (weighted) blow-ups of the threefold Y = Y ∪ Y0 at some
singular points of X0 or along multiple components of X0, and extends Y0 by adding
exceptional divisors and extends the curve X0 by adding new components, which
we call deformation patterns.
We show that the refined tropicalizations (Y0, X0) of n-nodal curves C ∈
TorK(∆) passing through (xi, yi) ∈ (K∗)2, i = 1, ..., r, belong to a certain finite set T .
Using our patchworking theorem we decide how many n-nodal curves C ∈ TorK(∆)
passing through (xi, yi) ∈ (K∗)2, i = 1, ..., r, arise from an element (Y0, X0) of T ,
and thus, we obtain deg Σ∆(nA1) as the sum of weights of elements of T . In fact,
we look for the family Xt in the form (1.0.1), in which the tropicalization provides
some initial terms in the coefficients aij(t).
Here we do not touch the merely combinatorial (and, in fact, elementary)
problem to count the elements of T . Mikhalkin [17] has found a nice way to do this,
1From now on the symbol Tor(∗) always means a toric variety over C.
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tracing non-Archimedean amoebas through points on a straight line and attaching
the dual subdivisions of the amoebas to lattice paths in ∆.
We would also like to point out that the tropical approach can be applied to
counting curves with other singularities, and here we demonstrate this for a relatively
simple case of curves with an ordinary cusp. The main difficulty in the general case
is to describe possible tropicalizations, whereas the patchworking Theorem 5 applies
to curves with arbitrary singularities.
Furthermore, if the given points in (K∗)2 are invariant with respect to the
complex conjugation, one can count real tropicalizations and thus the real singular
curves passing through the given points. We discuss this in section 6 in connection
with the Welschinger invariant [34].
Patchworking construction. In 1979-80, O. Viro [29, 30, 31, 32] invented a
patchworking construction for real non-singular algebraic hypersurfaces. We would
like to mention that almost all known topological types of real non-singular algebraic
curves are realized in this way.
In general, the initial data of the construction consist of
• a one-parametric flat family F → (F, 0) of algebraic varieties Yt of dimension
≥ 2, with F = C or R, where Y0 is assumed to be reduced reducible, and Yt,
t 6= 0, irreducible,
• a line bundle L on Y ,
• the zero locus X0 ⊂ Y0 of some section S of L
∣∣
Y0
, which is assumed to be a
hypersurface in Y0.
The construction extends S up to a section of L, whose zero locus X ⊂ Y defines
a family of hypersurfaces Xt ⊂ Yt, which inherit some properties of X0. In [29, 30,
31, 32], Y is a toric variety associated with a convex lattice polytope and fibred into
toric hypersurfaces Yt, t > 0, which degenerate into the union of some divisors on
Y , corresponding to facets of the polytope, and X0 is the union of non-singular real
algebraic hypersurfaces. The real non-singular hypersurfaces Xt ⊂ Yt, t 6= 0, appear
as a result of a topological gluing (patchworking) of the components of X0.
In the early 1990’s the author suggested to use the patchworking construction
for tracing other properties of objects defined by polynomials, for example, pre-
scribed singularities of algebraic hypersurfaces [21, 24, 25], critical points of polyno-
mials [23, 24], singular points and limit cycles of planar polynomial vector fields [9],
resultants of bivariate polynomials [22]. Considering the patchworking of singular
algebraic curves (i.e., dimY = 3, dimYt = 2, dimX0 = 1) in [21, 24, 25], we always
supposed that the components of the curve X0 are reduced and meet the intersec-
tion lines of the components of the surface Y0 transversally at their non-singular
points. The novelty of the patchworking theorem presented in this paper (Theorem
5, section 5.3) is that we allow X0 to be non-reduced and to have singularities along
Sing(Y0).
In this connection we would like to point out that, in [2] (see also [3]), a de-
formation Y → (C, 0) of surfaces in P3 with reducible Y0 was considered, where the
components of X0 are nodal curves tangent to the intersection lines of the compo-
nents of Y0. For example, Theorem 2.1 in [2], claims that a point on the intersection
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line of two components of Y0, at which non-singular germs of the corresponding com-
ponents of X0 have contact of order m, gives rise to m− 1 nodes of Xt ⊂ Yt, t 6= 0,
and the proof is based on a technically tricky result by Caporaso and Harris [1],
Lemma 4.1. Our approach is to interpret this as a patchworking, i.e., a replacement
of a neighborhood of a singular point by some algebraic curve, or more precisely,
by an affine curve with Newton triangle {(0, 0), (0, 2), (m, 1)} which can have any
number 0 ≤ k ≤ m− 1 of nodes (cf. [21], Proposition 2.5). Extensive development
of this idea covering a broad class of possible singularities, is done in [27]. However,
the result of [27] is not sufficient, for example, for patchworking nodal curves as
required in the enumerative problem.
Organization of the material. In the first section we provide preliminary
information on non-Archimedean amoebas and tropicalizations of polynomials. The
second section contains Theorem 3, which reduces the enumeration of nodal curves
in toric surfaces, associated with convex lattice polygons, to the count of nodal
non-Archimedean amoebas passing through the respective number of generic points
in the real plane. The third section contains Theorem 4 reducing the enumera-
tion of curves with one cusp to the count of appropriate cuspidal non-Archimedean
amoebas. In the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 we formulate explicit patchworking
statements, which invert the tropicalization procedure, and which follow from the
main patchworking Theorem 5, presented in section 5. Finally, in section 6 we
demonstrate an application of our technique in the computation of the Welschinger
number for real nodal curves in toric surfaces.
Acknowledgment. I am very grateful to G. Mikhalkin and I. Itenberg for
useful discussions. I also wish to thank Universita¨t Kaiserslautern for its hospitality
and excellent working conditions.
2 Non-Archimedean amoebas
2.1 Preliminaries
Amoebas of complex algebraic hypersurfaces have been introduced in [6] and studied
further in [5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20]. We are interested in “non-Archimedean
amoebas”, i.e., defined over fields with a non-Archimedean valuation (see [13, 15]).
The field K of convergent Puiseux series over C serves as an example. For a non-
empty finite set I ⊂ Zk, denote by FK(I) the set of Laurent polynomials
f(z) =
∑
ω∈I
cωz
ω, z = (z1, ..., zk), cω ∈ K∗, ω ∈ I .
Put Zf = {f = 0} ⊂ (K∗)k and define the amoeba of F as
Af = Val(Zf) ⊂ Rk, where Val(z1, ..., zk) = (Val(z1), ...,Val(zn)) .
We denote the set of amoebas Af , f ∈ FK(I) by A(I). If I is the set of all integral
points in a convex lattice polygon ∆, we write A(∆).
The following simple observation, which we supply with a proof, is due to
Kapranov [11].
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Theorem 1 Amoeba Af coincides with the corner locus of the piece-wise linear
convex function
Nf(x) = max
ω∈I
(ωx+Val(cω)), x ∈ Rk .
(Here and further on, product of vectors means the standard scalar product.)
Proof. Let z ∈ Zf , i.e.,
∑
ω∈I cωz
ω = 0, and hence
cω0z
ω0 = −
∑
ω∈I\{ω0}
cωz
ω ,
with ω0 ∈ I chosen so that
Val(cω0z
ω0) = Val(cω0) + ω0Val(z) = min
ω∈I
(Val(cω) + ωVal(z)) .
Thus, there are some ω1, ..., ωr ∈ I\{ω0}, r ≥ 1, such that
Val(cω0z
ω0) = ... = Val(cωrz
ωr) > Val(cωz
ω), ω ∈ I\{ω0, ..., ωr}
or, equivalently,
Val(cω0) + ω0Val(z) = ... = Val(cωr) + ωrVal(z) > Val(cω) + ωVal(z) ,
ω ∈ I\{ω0, ..., ωr} ,
which means that x = Val(z) belongs to the corner locus of the graph of Nf .
Suppose now that x = (s1, ..., sk) ∈ Rk satisfies
ω1x+Val(cω1) = ... = ωrx+Val(cωr)
def
= ρ > ωx+Val(cω) (2.1.2)
for some r ≥ 2 and all ω ∈ I\{ω1, ..., ωr}. Assume that the first coordinate of
ω1, ..., ωr takes values m1, ..., mp, p ≥ 2. Choose z02 , ..., z0k ∈ K∗ so that Val(z0i ) = si,
i = 2, ..., k, and the coefficients bm1 , ..., bmp of z
m1
1 , ..., z
mp
1 , respectively, in the
polynomial ϕ(z1) = f(z1, z
0
2 , ..., z
0
k) satisfy
Val(bm1) = ρ−m1s1, ... , Val(bmp) = ρ−mps1 .
Notice that in view of (2.1.2), for any other coefficient cm of z
m
1 in ϕ(z1), m 6=
m1, ..., mp, it holds Val(bm) < ρ − ms1, i.e., in the Newton diagram of ϕ spanned
by points (i,Val(bi)), the monomials of degrees m1, ..., mp form an edge, and thus,
there is a root z01 of ϕ with Val(z
0
1) = s1. ✷
Non-Archimedean amoebas unexpectedly reveal many common properties with
algebraic varieties. For example (see [15]), there is one and only one amoeba of a
straight line through two generic points in the plane (see Figure 1). Similarly there
exists one and only one amoeba of a conic curve through five generic points in
the plane. To introduce the reader to the subject, we extend this existence and
uniqueness result to amoebas of polynomials with arbitrary support and in any
number of variables.
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Figure 1: Plane amoebas of the first order
Theorem 2 Given arbitrary integers k ≥ 2, n ≥ 1 and a finite set I ⊂ Zk consisting
of n+ 1 points, for a generic n-tuple (x1, ...,xn) ∈ (Rk)n, there exists one and only
one amoeba A ∈ A(I) passing through x1, ...,xn.
Proof. The existence part is trivial: just take the amoeba of a hypersurface Zf ,
f ∈ FK(I), passing through any n-tuple (w1, ..., wn) ∈ Val−1(x1, ...,xn) ⊂ ((K∗)k)n.
To prove the uniqueness, we impose the following condition on x1, ...,xn. Con-
sider the n × (n + 1) matrix M , whose i-th row entries are xiω, ω ∈ I. Assume
that all the sums of n entries of M , taken one from each row and one from each
but one column, are distinct. This, clearly, excludes a finite number of hyperplanes
in (Rk)n. Given n points w1, ..., wn ∈ (K∗)k, the coefficients cω, ω ∈ I of the poly-
nomial f ∈ FK(I) vanishing at these points can be found as the n × n minors
(with signs) of the n × (n + 1) matrix N whose i-th row entries are wωi , ω ∈ I.
If Val(w1, ..., wn) = (x1, ...,xn) then Val(cω) will be the maximal sum of n entries
of M , taken one from each row and one from each but the ω-th column. Thus,
Val(cω) does not depend on the choice of (w1, ..., wn) in Val
−1(x1, ...,xn), and hence
by Theorem 1 all such polynomials produce the same amoeba. ✷
2.2 Amoebas and subdivisions of Newton polytope
For a polynomial f ∈ FK(I), one can define a subdivision of the Newton polytope
∆ = conv(I) into convex polytopes with vertices from I. Namely, take the convex
hull ∆v(F ) of the set {(ω,−Val(cω)) ∈ Rk+1 : ω ∈ I} and define the function
νf : ∆→ R, νf(ω) = min{x : (ω, x) ∈ ∆v(f)} .
This is a convex piece-wise linear function, whose linearity domains are convex
polytopes with vertices in I, which form a subdivision Sf of ∆. It is easy to see
(for example, from the fact that the functions Nf and νf are dual by the Legendre
transform) that
Lemma 2.1 The subdivision Sf of ∆ is combinatorially dual to the pair (R
k, Af).
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Notice that, in general, the geometry of an amoeba A ∈ A(∆) determines a
dual subdivision S of ∆ not uniquely, but up to a combinatorial isotopy, in which
all edges remain orthogonal to the corresponding edges of A, and vice versa. Com-
binatorially isotopic amoebas form a subset2 in A(I), whose dimension we call the
rank of amoeba (or the rank of subdivision) and denote rk(Af ) = rk(Sf).
Lemma 2.2 For the case k = 2, and Sf : ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ... ∪∆N ,
rk(Sf) ≥ rkexp(Sf ) def= |V (Sf )| − 1−
N∑
i=1
(|V (∆i)| − 3) , (2.2.3)
where V (Sf ) is the set of vertices of Sf , V (∆i) is the set of vertices of the polygon
∆i, i = 1, ..., N . More precisely,
rk(Sf) = rkexp(Sf) + d(Sf) , (2.2.4)
where
• d(Sf) = 0 if all the polygons ∆1, ...,∆N are triangles or parallelograms,
• otherwise,
0 ≤ 2d(Sf) ≤
∑
m≥2
((2m− 3)N2m −N ′2m) +
∑
m≥2
(2m− 2)N2m+1 − 1 , (2.2.5)
where Nm, m ≥ 3, is the number of m-gons in Sf , N ′2m is the number of
2m-gons in Sf , whose opposite edges are parallel, m ≥ 2.
Proof. Inequality (2.2.3) is obvious, since an m-valent vertex of Af imposes
m− 3 linear conditions on the planes forming the graph of Nf .
Assume that all ∆1, ...,∆N are triangles or parallelograms, and show that the
conditions imposed by the 4-valent vertices of Af are independent. Take a vector
a ∈ R2 with an irrational slope and coorient each edge of any parallelogram so
that the normal vector forms an acute angle with a. This coorientation defies a
partial ordering on the set of parallelograms, which we complete somehow up to a
linear ordering. Notice that each parallelogram has two neighboring edges cooriented
outside. Altogether this means that the coefficients of the linear conditions imposed
by the 4-valent vertices of Af can be arranged into a triangular matrix, and hence
are independent, i.e., d(Sf) = 0.
If Sf contains polygons, different from triangles and parallelograms, we define
a linear ordering on the set of all non-triangles in the same manner as above. Denote
by e−(∆i) (resp., e+(∆i)) the number of edges of a polygon ∆i cooriented outside
(resp., inside) ∆i. Passing inductively over non-triangular polygons ∆i, each time
we add at least min{e−(∆i)− 1, |V (∆i)| − 3} new linear conditions independent of
all the preceding ones. Thus,
d(Sf) ≤
N∑
i=2
(|V (∆i)| − 3−min{e−(∆i)− 1, |V (∆i)| − 3})
2It is, in fact, the interior of a convex polyhedron in A(I).
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=N∑
i=2
max{|V (∆i)| − e−(∆i)− 2, 0} ,
since, for the initial polygon ∆1, all |V (∆1)|−3 imposed conditions are independent.
Replacing a by −a, we obtain
d(Sf) ≤
N−1∑
i=1
max{|V (∆i)| − e+(∆i)− 2, 0} .
Since
• 1 ≤ e−(∆i) ≤ |V (∆i)| − 1 and e−(∆i) + e+(∆i) = |V (∆i)| yield
max{|V (∆i)|− e−(∆i)−2, 0}+max{|V (∆i)|− e+(∆i)−2, 0} ≤ |V (Sf )|−3 ,
• for a 2m-gon with parallel opposite edges,
e− = e+ = m =⇒ max{2m−e−−2, 0}+max{2m−e+−2, 0} = 2m−4 ,
we get
2d(Sf) ≤
∑
m≥2
((2m− 3)N2m −N ′2m) +
∑
m≥2
(2m− 2)N2m+1 . (2.2.6)
If among ∆1, ...,∆N there is a polygon ∆i with an odd ≥ 5 number of edges, or
a polygon with an even number of edges and a pair of non-parallel opposite sides,
then a can be chosen so that min{e−(∆i), e+(∆i)} ≥ 2, and thus, the contribution
of ∆i in the latter bound for 2d(Sf) will be |V (∆i)| − 4, which allows us to gain −1
on the right-hand side of (2.2.6) and obtain (2.2.5).
Lastly, assume that all non-triangular polygons in Sf have an even number of
edges and their opposite sides are parallel, and furthermore, that there is ∆i with
|V (∆i)| = 2m ≥ 6. The union of the finite length edges of Af is the adjacency
graph of ∆1, ...,∆N . Take the vertex corresponding to ∆i, pick a generic point O
in a small neighborhood of this vertex, and orient each finite length edge of Af so
that it forms an acute angle with the radius-vector from O to the middle point of
the chosen edge. The adjacency graph, equipped with such an orientation, has no
oriented cycles, since the terminal point of any edge is further from O than the
initial one. Thus, we obtain a partial ordering on ∆1, ...,∆N such that, for any ∆k
with an even number of edges, at least half of them is cooriented outside. Then we
apply the preceding argument to estimate d(Sf) and notice that the contribution
of the initial polygon ∆i to such a bound is zero, whereas on the right-hand side of
(2.2.6) it is at least two, and this completes the proof of (2.2.5). ✷
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2.3 Algebraic curves over K and C: general fibre and trop-
icalization
Let ∆ ⊂ R2 be a non-degenerate convex lattice polygon, C ∈ ΛK(∆) a curve with
only isolated singularities, which is defined by a polynomial f(x, y) as in (1.0.1).
This curve gives rise to some complex algebraic curves.
First, evaluating the coefficients of f(x, y) at small positive t (or at complex
non-zero t close to zero, if the exponents of t in the coefficients aij(t) of f(x, y) are
integral), we obtain a family of curves C(t) ∈ Λ(∆). The relation between C and
C(t) is formulated in the following statement, in which we understand a topological
type of isolated singular point (over any algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero) as a minimal resolution tree with given multiplicities of the point itself and
of its infinitely near points, or, equivalently, the number of local branches, their
characteristic Puiseux exponents and pair-wise intersection multiplicities.
Lemma 2.3 The collection of topological types of singular points of a reduced curve
C ∈ ΛK(∆) coincides with the collection of topological types of singular points of a
generic curve C(t) ∈ Λ(∆). A curve C ∈ ΛK(∆) is reducible if and only if a generic
curve C(t) ∈ Λ(∆) is reducible.
This immediately follows from the fact that the set of curves in a given linear
system, having singularities of prescribed topological types, over any algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero is defined by the same system of polynomial equal-
ities and inequalities with integer coefficients. The same argument confirms the
simultaneous reducibility of C and C(t).
Notice that, shrinking the range of t if necessary, we obtain that the curve C
bears a one-parametric equisingular deformation of complex curves.
We shall also define certain limits of C(t) as t→ 0. Namely, let νf : ∆→ R be
a convex function, Sf the corresponding subdivision ∆ = ∆1∪ ...∪∆N , as defined in
the preceding section. The restriction νf
∣∣
∆i
coincides with a linear (affine) function
λi : ∆ → R, λi(x) = ωix + γi, ωi = (α1, α2) ∈ R2, γi ∈ R, i = 1, ..., N . Then the
polynomial
t−γif(z1t
−α1 , z2t
−α2) =
∑
ω∈∆∩Z2
c˜ωz
ω (2.3.7)
satisfies the following condition:
Val(c˜ω)

= 0, if ω is a vertex of ∆i,
≤ 0, if ω ∈ ∆i,
< 0, if ω 6∈ ∆i .
In other words, letting t = 0 on the right-hand side of (2.3.7), we obtain a complex
polynomial fi with Newton polygon ∆i, which in turn define complex curves Ci ∈
Λ(∆i), i = 1, ..., N . Notice that multiplying f(x, y) by a constant from K
∗ does
not change Sf and C1, ..., CN , but adds a linear function to νf . The collection
(νf , Sf ;C1, ..., CN) is called the tropicalization (or dequantization) of the curve C,
and denoted by T (C). We also call fi and Ci the tropicalizations of the polynomial
f and the curve C on the polygon ∆i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
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Assume that the exponents of t in the coefficients aij(t) of f(x, y) are rational.
By a change of parameter t 7→ tm, we can make all these exponents integral and the
function νf integral-valued at integral points. Introduce the polyhedron
∆˜ = {(α, β, γ) ∈ R3 : (α, β) ∈ ∆, γ ≥ νf (α, β)} .
It defines a toric variety Y = Tor(∆˜), which naturally fibers over C so that the fibres
Yt over t 6= 0 are isomorphic to Tor(∆), and Y0 is the union of toric surfaces Tor(∆˜i),
i = 1, ..., N , with ∆˜1, ..., ∆˜N being the faces of the graph of νf . By the choice of
νf , Tor(∆˜i) ≃ Tor(∆i), and we shall simply write that Y0 =
⋃
iTor(∆i). Then the
curve C can be interpreted as an analytic surface in a neighborhood of Y0, which
fibers into the complex curves C(t) ⊂ Yt ≃ Tor(∆), and whose closure intersects
Y0 along the curve C
(0) that can be identified with
⋃
i Ci ⊂
⋃
iTor(∆i). Passing
if necessary to a finite cyclic covering ramified along Y0, we can make Tor(∆˜) non-
singular everywhere but may be at finitely many points, corresponding to the vertices
of ∆˜, and, in addition, make the surfaces Tor(∆k)\Sing(Tor(∆˜)), k = 1, ..., N ,
smooth and intersecting transversally in Tor(∆˜)\Sing(Tor(∆˜)).
The singular points of the curves C(t) define sections s : D\{0} → Tor(∆˜),
D ⊂ C being a small disc centered at 0. The limit points z = limt→0 s(t) are singular
points of C(0). We say that such a point z ∈ C(0) bears the corresponding singular
points of C(t). If z ∈ C(0) does not belong to the intersection lines ⋃i 6=j Tor(∆i∩∆j)
and bears just one singular point of C(t), which is topologically equivalent to z,
we call z a regular singular point, otherwise it is irregular. If C(0) has irregular
singular points, we can define a refinement of the tropicalization in the following
way: transform the polynomial f(x, y) into f(x + a, y + b) with a, b ∈ K such that
the irregular singular point of C(0) goes to the origin, and consider the tropicalization
of the curve defined by the new polynomial f(x+a, y+ b). This provides additional
information on the behavior of singular points of C(t) tending to irregular singular
points of C(0), and corresponds, in a sense, to blowing-up the threefold Y at the
irregular singular points of C(0) (cf. [27]).
3 Counting nodal curves
3.1 Formulation of the result
Let ∆ ⊂ R2 be a non-degenerate lattice polygon, which has integral points in its
interior. It is well known that the number of nodes of an irreducible curve in ΛK(∆)
does not exceed |Int(∆)∩Z2|. For any positive integer n ≤ |Int(∆)∩Z2|, denote by
Σ∆(nA1) the set of reduced curves in ΛK(∆) having exactly n nodes as their only
singularities and defined by polynomials with Newton polygon ∆. This is a smooth
quasiprojective subvariety of ΛK(∆) (so-called Severi variety) of codimension n, i.e.,
dimΣ∆(nA1) = r = |∆∩Z2|−1−n in view of dimΛK(∆) = |∆∩Z2|−1. Imposing
the condition to pass through r generic points in (K∗)2 ⊂ TorK(∆), we obtain a
finite set of curves in Σ∆(nA1), whose cardinality is just deg Σ∆(nA1).
Now we describe amoebas which are projections of nodal curves, passing
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through generic points in (K∗)2 with distinct valuation projections to R2. An amoeba
A ∈ A(∆) is called nodal, if its dual subdivision S of ∆ is as follows:
• all the points in ∂∆ ∩ Z2 are vertices of S,
• S consists of triangles and parallelograms.
Define the weight of a nodal amoeba A by
W (A) =
∏
∆′∈P (S)
|V (∆′)|=3
|∆′| ,
where P (S) denotes the set of polygons of S, |∆′| stands for the double Euclidean
area of ∆′.
Theorem 3 In the previous notation,
deg Σ∆(nA1) =
∑
A
W (A) ,
where the sum ranges over all nodal amoebas of rank r, passing through r fixed
generic points in R2.
Remark 3.1 Our formula coincides with that given by Mikhalkin [17]. Namely,
the multiplicity of a lattice path defined in [17] is just the sum of multiplicities of
nodal amoebas which correspond to subdivisions of ∆, arising from the given path
along the construction of [17]. We notice also that the generality requirement for
the position of r points in R2 will be specified in the proof, and one can easily check
that the configurations considered by Mikhalkin [18], i.e., generic points on a generic
straight line, satisfy these generality conditions.
The proof comprises three main steps. First, we determine amoebas and trop-
icalizations of nodal curves in the count, in particular, that the amoebas are nodal
of rank r (section 3.3). Then we refine tropicalizations in a suitable way (sections
3.5, 3.6). Finally, using the patchworking theorem, we show that the refined trop-
icalization gives rise to an explicit number of nodal curves passing through given
points (section 3.7).
3.2 Deformation of reducible surfaces and curves
We start with the following auxiliary statement.
Lemma 3.2 Let a complex threefold Y be smooth at a point z, U ⊂ Y a small ball
centered at z. Assume that pi : U → (C, 0) is a flat family of reduced surfaces such
U0 = pi
−1(0) consists of two smooth components U ′0, U
′′
0 which intersect transversally
along a line L ⊃ {z}, and Ut = pi−1(t) are nonsingular as t 6= 0. Let C ′0 ⊂ U ′0,
C ′′0 ⊂ U ′′0 be reduced algebraic curves, which cross L only at z and with the same
multiplicity m ≥ 2. Assume also that U ′0, U ′′0 are regular neighborhoods for the
(possibly singular) point z of C ′0 and C
′′
0 , respectively. Let δ
′ = δ(C ′0, z), δ
′′ = δ(C ′′0 , z)
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be the δ-invariants, r′, r′′ the numbers of local branches of C ′0, C
′′
0 at z, respectively.
Then in any flat deformation Ct, t ∈ (C, 0), of C0 = C ′0 ∪C ′′0 such that Ct ⊂ Ut, the
total δ-invariant of Ct, t 6= 0, in Ut does not exceed
δ′ + δ′′ +m−max{r′, r′′} .
Proof. Topologically, the curves C ′0 and C
′′
0 (in U) are bouquets of r
′ and r′′
discs, respectively. Notice that the circles of C ′0 ∩ ∂U and C ′′0 ∩ ∂U move slightly
when t changes, and they are not contractible in Ut for t 6= 0. For instance, a circle
of C ′0∩∂U is (positively) linked with the line L in U ′0, and hence remains (positively)
linked with the surface U ′′0 in U ; thus, it cannot be contracted in Ut, t 6= 0, which
does not intersect U ′′0 . This means that the curve Ct ⊂ Ut, t 6= 0, is the union of a
few immersed surfaces with a total of r′+ r′′ holes and at least max{r′, r′′} handles.
Now the asserted upper bound can be derived either from a local count of
intersections and self-intersections of the components of Ct, or by a “global” reason-
ing. For the latter, we consider the following model situation, which is quite relevant
to our consideration and is explored in more detail below in the proof of Theorem
3. Namely, assume that
• p≫ m, p ∈ N,
• ∆ ⊂ R2 is the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (2p, 0), (0, 2p),
• ν : ∆→ R is the function such that ν(α, β) = 0 as α + β ≤ p, and ν(α, β) =
α + β − p as p ≤ α + β,
• ∆˜ = {(α, β, γ) ∈ R3 : (α, β) ∈ ∆, ν(α, β) ≤ γ ≤ p+ 1}.
Then Y = Tor(∆˜) is a non-singular threefold, Y ′0 = Tor(∆
′),
Y ′′0 = Tor(∆
′′) are surfaces isomorphic respectively to P2 and P2
with a blown up point, where ∆′ = conv{(0, 0, 0), (p, 0, 0), (0, p, 0)},
∆′′ = conv{(p, 0, 0), (0, p, 0), (2p, 0, p), (0, 2p, p)} are the faces of Graph(ν).
Furthermore, Y ′0 and Y
′′
0 intersect transversally along the line L = Tor(σ),
σ = [(p, 0, 0), (0, p, 0)]. A neighborhood V of Y0 = Y
′
0 ∪ Y ′′0 in Y admits a fibration
V → (C, 0) with the zero fibre Y0 and other fibres Yt being the closures of the
images of the hyperplanes {x3 = t} ⊂ (C∗)3 by the standard embedding of (C∗)3
into Y with the coordinate correspondence (α, β, γ)↔ (x1, x2, x3) of R3 and (C∗)3.
Clearly, Yt ≃ P2, t 6= 0. Assume that the curves C ′0 ⊂ Y ′0 , C ′′0 ⊂ Y ′′0 are given by
polynomials with Newton polygons ∆′,∆′′, respectively, with a common truncation
to σ, and such that they have a common point z ∈ L as in the statement of
the lemma, are non-singular outside z, and intersect L transversally outside z
(at common points). The flatness of a deformation Ct ⊂ Yt, t ∈ (C, 0), of the
curve C0 = C
′
0 ∪ C ′′0 means that Ct, t 6= 0, tends to a curve of degree 2p by the
isomorphism Yt ≃ P2. Denoting by U a neighborhood of C ′0 ∩ C ′′0 in Y , we obtain
for χˇ(Ct), the Euler characteristic of the normalization of Ct, the following bound
χˇ(Ct) = χ(Ct\U) + χˇ(Ct ∩ U) = χ(C ′0\U) + χ(C ′′0\U) + χˇ(Ct ∩ U)
≤ (−p2+2p+m− r′+2δ′) + (−3p2+4p+m− r′′+2δ′′) + (r′+ r′′− 2max{r′, r′′})
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= −4p2 + 6p+ 2m+ 2δ′ + 2δ′′ −max{r′, r′′} ,
and hence for the total δ-invariant of Ct
δ(Ct) =
(2p− 1)(2p− 2)
2
− g(Ct) = (2p− 1)(2p− 2)
2
− 1 + χˇ(Ct)
2
≤ δ′ + δ′′ +m−max{r′, r′′} ✷
Example 3.3 In the notation of Lemma 3.2, if C ′0, C
′′
0 are non-singular at z, then
δ1 = δ2 = 0, r1 = r2 = 1, and the number of nodes in a deformation does not exceed
m − 1, and this number can be attained [2], Theorem 2.1. We can produce the
maximal number of nodes by means of suitable deformation patterns (i.e., certain
affine curves) as defined below in section 3.5.
Remark 3.4 In the notations of Lemma 3.2, accept all the hypotheses but assume
that C ′0, C
′′
0 are not necessarily reduced. Furthermore, let C
′
0 (resp., C
′′
0 ) have r
′
(resp., r′′) reduced local branches at z of multiplicities ρ′1, ..., ρ
′
r′ (resp., ρ
′′
1, ..., ρ
′′
r′′).
Then the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 shows that, if Ct is reduced in
U , then
χˇ(Ct ∩ U) ≤ −min |m′1 + ... +m′r′ −m′′1 − ...−m′′r′′ | ,
where integers m′1, ..., m
′′
r′′ run over the range 1 ≤ m′1 ≤ ρ′1, ..., 1 ≤ m′′r′′ ≤ ρ′′r′′.
3.3 Amoebas and tropicalizations of nodal curves passing
through generic points
Let x1, ...,xr ∈ R2 be generic distinct points with rational coordinates, and let
p1, ...,pr ∈ (K∗)2 be generic points satisfying Val(pi) = xi, i = 1, ..., r, and having
only rational exponents of the parameter t.
Observe that the coefficients of a polynomial f ∈ K[x, y], which defines a curve
C ∈ Σ∆(nA1), are Puiseux series with rational exponents of t. A parameter change
t 7→ tm with a suitable natural m makes all these exponents integral, and the convex
piece-wise linear function νf : ∆ → R integral-valued at integral points. We keep
these assumptions through out the rest of the paper.
Let Sf : ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ... ∪ ∆N be the subdivision defined by νf , (C1, ..., CN)
the tropicalization of the curve C = {f = 0} ∈ ΛK(∆). The union of the divisors
Tor(σ) ⊂ Tor(∆k), where σ runs over all edges of ∆k, we shall denote by Tor(∂∆k),
k = 1, ..., N . For any i = 1, ..., N , denote by Cij , j = 1, ..., mi, the distinct irreducible
components of the curve Ci ⊂ Tor(∆i) and by rij , j = 1, ..., mi, their multiplicities.
Denote by sij the number of local branches of Cij centered on ∂∆i)), j = 1, ..., mi.
We intend to estimate χˇ(C(t)) from above and from below and to compare
these bounds.
Let U be the union of small open balls Uz in the three-fold Y (see the definition
in section 2.3) centered at all the points z ∈ ⋃i(Ci ∩Tor(∂∆i)). If z ∈ Ci ∩Tor(σ),
where σ is an edge of ∆i lying on ∂∆, then χˇ(C
(t)∩Uz) does not exceed the number
of local branches of Ci at the points of Ci ∩ Tor(σ). If z ∈ Tor(σ) ∩ Ci ∩ Ck, where
σ = ∆i ∩∆k is a common edge, then χˇ(C(t) ∩ Uz) ≤ 0 by Remark 3.4. Hence
χˇ(C(t) ∩ U) ≤ |∂∆ ∩ Z2| (3.3.8)
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with an equality if and only if, for any edge σ ⊂ ∆i∩∂∆, the reduction of the curve
Ci is non-singular along Tor(σ) and meets Tor(σ) transversally.
For the upper bound to χˇ(C(t), we can assume that, for any i = 1, ..., N , and
1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ mi, the components Cij and Cij′ do not glue up in Y \U when C(0)
deforms into C(t). Then the normalization of C(t)\U is the union of connected com-
ponents, each of them tending to some curve Cij\U . Furthermore, the components
which tend to a certain Cij\U can be naturally projected onto Cij\U , and this
projection is an rij-sheeted covering (possibly ramified at a finite set). Hence
χˇ(C(t)\U) ≤
N∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
rijχˇ(Cij\U) =
N∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
rij(χˇ(Cij)− sij)
≤ 2
N∑
i=1
mi −
N∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
sij
with an equality only if all Cij are rational, and rij = 1 as far as sij > 2. Next we
notice that sij ≥ 2 for any Cij, and sij ≥ 3 for at least one of the components Cij
if ∆i has an odd number of edges, or ∆i has an even number of edges, but not all
pairs of opposite sides are parallel. Hence (in the notation of Lemma 2.2)
χˇ(C(t)\U) ≤ −N3 −
∑
j≥2
(N2j+1 +N2j −N ′2j) (3.3.9)
with an equality only if, for each triangle ∆i, Ci is irreducible and satisfies sij = 3;
for each ∆i with an odd ≥ 5 number of edges or with an even number of edges, but
not all pairs of opposite sides parallel, exactly one component Cij satisfies sij = 3
and the others satisfy sij = 2; and, finally, sij = 2 for all components Cij in the
remaining polygons ∆i. Notice also that sij = 2 means that Cij is defined by a
binomial.
On the other hand,
χˇ(C(t)) = 2− 2g(C(t)) = 2− 2(|Int(∆) ∩ Z2| − n)
= 2− 2|Int(∆) ∩ Z2|+ 2(|∆ ∩ Z2| − 1− r) = 2|∂∆ ∩ Z2| − 2r
≥ 2|∂∆ ∩ Z2| − 2 · rk(Sf) = 2|∂∆ ∩ Z2| − 2 · rkexp(Sf )− 2d(Sf)
with an equality only if rk(Sf) = rkexp(Sf) + d(Sf) = r. Next, by (2.2.3) we have
χˇ(C(t)) ≥ 2|∂∆ ∩ Z2| − 2|V (Sf )|+ 2 + 2
N∑
i=1
(|V (∆i)| − 3)− 2d(Sf)
= 2|∂∆ ∩ Z2| − 2|V (Sf)|+ 2− 2|V (Sf ) ∩ ∂∆| + 4|E(Sf)| − 6N − 2d(Sf) ,
where E(Sf ) denotes the set of edges of Sf . Since |V (Sf)| − |E(Sf)| +N = 1, and
2|E(Sf)| = 3N3 + 4N4 + 5N5 + ...+ |V (Sf) ∩ ∂∆|, we finally obtain
χˇ(C(t)) ≥ 2(|∂∆∩Z2|−|V (Sf)∩∂∆|)+ |V (Sf )∩∂∆|−N3+N5+2N6+ ...−2d(Sf ) .
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Combining this with (3.3.8) and (3.3.9), we obtain
(|∂∆ ∩ Z2| − |V (Sf) ∩ ∂∆|) +
∑
|V (∆i)|=3
(mi − 1)
+
∑
m≥2
((2m− 3)N2m −N ′2m) +
∑
m≥2
(2m− 2)N2m+1 ≤ 2d(Sf) ,
which, in view of Lemma 2.2, yields that each integral point on ∂∆ is a vertex of Sf
and all the non-triangular ∆i are parallelograms.
Altogether the equality conditions for the upper and lower bounds to χˇ(C(t))
prove that the amoeba Af is nodal of rank r. Furthermore,
• for each triangle ∆i, the curve Ci is rational and meets Tor(∂∆i) at exactly
three points, where it is unibranch;
• for each parallelogram ∆i, the polynomial, defining Ci, is of type
xkyl(αxa + βyb)p(γxc + δyd)q with (a, b) = (c, d) = 1 and (a : b) 6= (c : d).
We shall describe these curves more precisely.
Lemma 3.5 For any lattice triangle ∆′ ⊂ R2, there exists a polynomial with Newton
polygon ∆′ and prescribed coefficients at the vertices of ∆′, which defines a rational
curve C ⊂ Tor(∆′), meeting Tor(∂∆′) at exactly three points, where it is unibranch.
Furthermore, the curves defined by these polynomials are nodal, and nonsingular at
the intersection with Tor(∂∆′). Moreover, the number of such polynomials is finite
and equal to |∆′|. An additional fixation of one or two intersection points of C with
Tor(∂∆′) divides the number of polynomials under consideration by the product of
the length3 of the corresponding edges of ∆′.
Proof. By a suitable lattice preserving transformation, we can turn ∆′ into
a triangle with vertices (p, 0), (q, 0), (0, m), 0 ≤ p < q ≤ m. Assuming that
the curve C crosses Tor(∂∆) at points corresponding to the values 0, 1 and ∞ of
a uniformizing parameter θ, we necessarily obtain that C is given by x = αθm,
y = βθp(θ − 1)q−p. If the restrictions of the defining polynomial on the edges
[(p, 0), (q, 0)] and [(p, 0), (0, m)] are xp(x+ ε1)
q−p and (ym/d + ε2x
p/d)d, respectively,
where d = gcd(m, p), εq−p1 = ε
d
2 = 1, then
α+ ε1 = 0, β
m/d(−1)m(q−p)/d + ε2αp/d = 0 ,
which gives m(q − p) = |∆| solutions for (α, β). Additional fixation of intersection
points with Tor(∂∆′) means fixation of ε1 or/and ε2 and the respective reduction of
the number of solutions. Prescribed coefficients of xp, xq, ym in the polynomial can
be achieved by an appropriate coordinate change.
It remains to show that the curve x = θm, y = θp(θ − 1)q−p is nodal. Since
x˙(θ) 6= 0 as θ 6= 0, the curve has no local singular branches. Assuming
θm = θm1 = θ
m
2 , θ
p(θ − 1)q−p = θp1(θ1 − 1)q−p = θp2(θ2 − 1)q−p , (3.3.10)
3We define the length |σ| of a segment σ with integral endpoints as |σ ∩ Z2| − 1.
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we successively obtain
θ1 = θε1, θ2 = θε2, ε
m
1 = ε
m
2 = 1, ε1 6= ε2 ,
θ − 1 = ε3(θε1 − 1) = ε4(θε2 − 1), εq−p3 = εp1, εq−p4 = εp2 ,
θ =
1−ηp1
1−ηq1
=
1−ηp2
1−ηq2
, (3.3.11)
where
ε1 = η
q−p
1 , ε3 = η
p
1 , ε2 = η
q−p
2 , ε4 = η
p
2, η
p
1 6= 1, ηq−p1 6= 1, ηp2 6= 1, ηq−p2 6= 1 .
Then, plugging η1 = cosω1 +
√−1 sinω1, η2 = cosω2 +
√−1 sinω2 into (3.3.11), we
get
cos(pω1/2) cos(qω2/2)
cos(qω1/2) cos(pω2/2)
= cos
(q − p)(ω2 − ω1)
2
+
√−1 sin (q − p)(ω2 − ω1)
2
,
and finally,
(q − p)(ω2 − ω1) ∈ 2pi · Z =⇒ ε1 = ηq−p1 = ηq−p2 = ε2
in contrast to (3.3.11), and we are done. ✷
Lemma 3.6 Given integers a, b, c, d such that (a, b) = (c, d) = 1, (a : b) 6= (c : d),
and any non-zero α, β, γ, δ, the curve (αxa + βyb)(γxc + δyd) = 0 has |∆′ ∩ Z2| − 3
nodes as its only singularities in (C∗)2, where ∆′ is the lattice parallelogram built on
the vectors (a,−b), (c,−d).
Proof. Straightforward. ✷
3.4 Irreducible curves and irreducible amoebas
One can speak of non-Archimedean amoebas as corner loci of all possible convex
piece-wise linear functions, whose generic gradients are integral vectors (cf. [28]).
In such a sense, an amoeba is called reducible if it is the union of two proper
sub-amoebas. The above description of the tropicalization of nodal curves has the
following interesting consequence.
Lemma 3.7 In the notation of section 3.3, the amoeba of an irreducible (resp.,
reducible) r-nodal curve passing through p1, ...,pr is irreducible (resp., reducible).
Proof. The amoeba of a reducible curve is the union of the amoebas of the
irreducible components, and thus, is reducible.
Let a nodal amoeba A of rank r be the union of distinct amoebas A′, A′′. The
intersection points of A′ and A′′ are four-valent vertices of A, and they correspond
to some parallelograms in the dual subdivision ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ... ∪ ∆N . As we have
shown in section 3.3, in the deformation C(t), t ∈ (C, 0), for any parallelogram ∆i,
the distinct components of the curve Ci do not glue up. Hence the amoebas A
′, A′′
are lifted up to separate algebraic curves. ✷
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3.5 Refinement of the tropicalization at an isolated singular
point
In the notation and hypotheses of the preceding section, we shall introduce a re-
finement of the tropicalization for each point z ∈ Tor(σ), where σ = ∆k ∩ ∆l is a
common edge, and the curves Ck, Cl meet Tor(σ) at z with multiplicity m ≥ 2.
Let ∆k,∆l be triangles. Then Ck and Cl are non-singular at z and tangent
to Tor(σ) with multiplicity m. To also cover the case of cuspidal curves, treated
below in section 4, we consider a more general situation. Namely, assume that Ck
(resp., Cl) has at z a semiquasihomogeneous singularity topologically equivalent to
ym1 + xm = 0, m1 ≤ m, (resp., ym2 + xm = 0, m2 ≤ m). Perform the following
transformation of f(x, y).
• Let Mσ be an affine automorphism of Z2 which takes ∆ in the right half-
plane and takes σ into a segment σ′ on the horizontal coordinate axis. This
corresponds to a monomial coordinate change x = (x′)a(y′)b, y = (x′)c(y′)d in
f(x, y) and further multiplication by a monomial in x′, y′. The truncation of
the new polynomial f ′(x′, y′) on the edge σ (i.e., the sum of the monomials of
f ′ corresponding to the integral points in σ) is a polynomial in x′ over K. Its
tropicalization is a complex polynomial in x′, the common truncation of the
tropicalizations f ′k and f
′
l of f
′ on the polygons Mσ(∆k), Mσ(∆l). The point
z corresponds to a root ξ 6= 0 of P0(x′).
• Without loss of generality, assume that νf is zero along σ (just multiply f(x, y)
by a suitable constant fromK∗). Then we perform the shift x′ = x′′+ξ, y′ = y′′,
and put f ′′(x′′, y′′) = f ′(x′, y′).
To understand the tropicalization of f ′′, apply the above transformations to the
polynomials
Pk(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆k
c0ijt
λk(i,j)xiyj, Pl(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆l
c0ijt
λl(i,j)xiyj ,
where
fk(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆k
c0ijx
iyj, fl(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆l
c0ijx
iyj
are the tropicalizations of f on ∆k,∆l, and λk = νf
∣∣
∆k
, λl = νf
∣∣
∆l
are linear
functions. The Newton polygons ∆′′k, ∆
′′
l of the resulting polynomials
4 P ′′k , P
′′
l
contain segments [(m, 0), (0, m1)], [(m, 0), (0,−m2)], respectively (see Figure 2).
Clearly, λ′′k = νf ′′
∣∣
∆′′
k
and λ′′l = νf ′′
∣∣
∆′′
l
are linear functions. Furthermore,
νf ′′(i, j) > max{λ′′k(i, j), λ′′l (i, j)} for all points (i, j) satisfying 0 ≤ i < m, m1i +
mj < mm1, m2i − mj < mm2 (i.e., inside the triangle ∆z with vertices (m, 0),
(0, m1), (0,−m2)). This means, in particular, that the coefficients c′′ij(t) of (x′′)i(y′′)j
in f ′′ satisfy c′′m,0(0) 6= 0, c′′i,0(0) = 0, i < m. Hence there is a unique τ(t) ∈ K,
τ(0) = 0, such that the polynomial f˜(x˜, y˜) = f ′′(x˜ + τ(t), y˜) does not contain the
monomial x˜m−1.
4From now on by “polynomial” we refer to a Laurent polynomial.
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Figure 2: Refinement of the tropicalization, I
One can easily see that νf˜
∣∣
∆′′
k
= λ′′k, νf˜
∣∣
∆′′
l
= λ′′l , and νf ′′(i, j) >
max{λ′′k(i, j), λ′′l (i, j)} as far as 0 ≤ i < m, m1i +mj < mm1, m2i − mj < mm2.
It follows that the subdivision of the Newton polygon of f˜ defined by the function
νf˜ contains a subdivision of the triangle ∆z, and moreover, this subdivision has no
vertices inside the segments Ezk = [(m, 0), (0, m1)], E
z
l = [(m, 0), (0,−m2)] and at
the point (m− 1, 0).
Finally, the fragment of the tropicalization of the polynomial f˜ and of the
curve C˜ = {f˜ = 0} restricted to the triangle ∆z, we call the z-refinement of the
tropicalization of f and of C and denote by Tz(f), Tz(C).
Remark 3.8 Notice that the truncation ϕ
(k)
z (x, y) (resp., ϕ
(l)
z (x, y)) of the tropical-
ization of f˜ on the segment Ezk (resp., E
z
l ) is uniquely determined by the polynomials
fk, fl and the point z. Any polynomial with Newton polygon ∆z, whose truncations
to the edges Ezk , E
z
l are just ϕ
(k)
z , ϕ
(l)
z , and the coefficient of xm−1 vanishes, will be
called a deformation pattern compatible with fk, fl and z.
In our situation, Ck, Cl are non-singular at z, i.e., m1 = m2 = 1, and the
refinements of the tropicalization are described in the following statements.
Lemma 3.9 For a given integer m ≥ 2 and fixed a, b, c ∈ C∗, the set of polynomials
F (x, y) = ay2 + byg(x) + c with g(x) = xm + ..., deg g = m, defining plane rational
curves, consists of m disjoint one-dimensional families. Each family has a unique
representative with the zero coefficient of xm−1 in g(x), and the rest of the family
can be obtained from the chosen representative by the coordinate change x 7→ x+ a,
a ∈ C. Furthermore, all such rational curves have m− 1 nodes in C2 as their only
singularities.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that a = c = 1, b = 2. Then
the equations for singular points, F (x, y) = Fx(x, y) = Fy(x, y) = 0, reduce to the
system
g(x)2 = 1,
dg
dx
(x) = 0 . (3.5.12)
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Solutions to this system are the x-coordinates of singular points, and their multiplic-
ities in g′(x) are Milnor numbers. Hence the total Milnor number does not exceed
m − 1. On the other hand, the total Milnor number is at least the δ-invariant.
Thus, by our assumptions they coincide, which is only possible in the case of m− 1
nodes, corresponding to m − 1 distinct solutions to (3.5.12). The latter condition
on (3.5.12) holds if and only if g(x) is (up to a shift x 7→ x + a) the Chebyshev
polynomial cos(m · arccos(2−(m−1)/mx)) or one of the (m− 1) other polynomials of
type g(xε), εm = 1, or −g(xε), εm = −1. ✷
Lemma 3.10 In the above notation and definitions, let z ∈ Tor(σ) ∩ Ck ∩ Cl. If
Ck and Cl are non-singular at z, the intersection number of Ck and Tor(σ) at z is
(Ck · Tor(σ))z = m ≥ 2, and z bears singularities with the total δ-invariant m − 1,
then Tz(f) consists of one polynomial with Newton polygon ∆z, which defines a
rational curve with m − 1 nodes in Tor(∆z), and the singularities born of z are
m− 1 nodes.
Proof. We show that Tz(f) consists of the triangle ∆z and, correspondingly,
of one polynomial, which then is described in Lemma 3.9.
We use induction on m. Let m = 2, and so Tz(f) contains more than one
polynomial. Then ∆z is subdivided into two triangles, conv{(0, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0)} and
conv{(0, 0), (0,−1), (2, 0)}. The curves defined by the polynomials with these New-
ton triangles are non-singular and cross Tor([(0, 0), (2, 0)]) transversally, since the
coefficient of x vanishes, but then no singular point appears in the deformation by
Lemma 3.2. Let m ≥ 3 and (i1, 0), ..., (ir, 0) ∈ Int(∆z) be the vertices of the sub-
division of ∆z associated with Tz(f), r ≥ 1, 0 ≤ i1 < ... < ir ≤ m − 2. Singular
points may appear only from possible tangency points along Tor([(is, 0), (is+1, 0)]),
s = 1, ..., r − 1, or along Tor([(ir, 0), (m, 0)]), or from a curve with Newton triangle
conv{(0, 1), (0,−1), (i1, 0)}, if i1 > 0. Since the curves with Newton triangles con-
taining the edge [(ir, 0), (m, 0)] must cross Tor([(ir, 0), (m, 0)]) at least at two points
due to the condition that the coefficient of x˜m−1 vanishes, the total δ-invariant of
singular points which may appear is at most
max{0, i1 − 1}+
r−1∑
s=1
(is+1 − is − 1) + (m− ir − 2) ≤ m− 2 ,
which gives a contradiction. ✷
3.6 Refinement of the tropicalization along a non-isolated
singularity
Assume that z ∈ Tor(σ), σ = ∆k ∩ ∆l is a common edge, (Ck · Tor(σ))z = (Cl ·
Tor(σ))z = m ≥ 2, and at least one of the ∆k,∆l is a parallelogram. Then the pair
∆k,∆l extends up to a chain (after a renumbering) ∆1, ...,∆p, p ≥ 3, where ∆1,∆p
are triangles, ∆2, ...,∆p−1 are parallelograms, σ1 = ∆1∩∆2, ..., σp−1 = ∆p−1∩∆p are
common edges which are parallel to each other (see Figure 3(a)). We shall associate
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a refinement of the tropicalization with the union Z of the multiple components of
the curves C2, ..., Cp−1 which cross the lines Tor(σ1), ...,Tor(σp−1).
Multiplying f(x, y) be a suitable constant from K∗, we can achieve the con-
stancy of νf along the edges σ1, ..., σp−1. Then we apply M ∈ Aff(Z2), which puts
∆ into the right half-plane and makes σ1, ..., σp−1 horizontal (Figure 3(b)). The
corresponding monomial coordinate change transforms f(x, y) into a polynomial
f ′(x′, y′). For the latter polynomial, the truncations of the edges σ1, ..., σp−1 of the
tropicalizations to ∆1, ...,∆p contain a factor (x− ξ)m with some ξ ∈ C∗. Then we
introduce the polynomial f ′′(x′′, y′′) = f ′(x′′+ ξ, y′′) and consider its tropicalization.
Again, for better understanding of T (f ′′), we apply the above coordinate changes
to the polynomials
Pk(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆k
c0tλk(i,j)xiyj, k = 1, ..., p ,
where
fk(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆k
c0xiyj, λk = νf
∣∣∣
∆k
, k = 1, ..., p .
The Newton polygons ∆′′k of the resulting polynomials P
′′
k (x
′′, y′′), i = 1, ..., p, appear
as shown in Figure 3(c) and bound a trapezoid θ with vertices (0, a− 1), (0, b+ 1),
(m, a), (m, b). Then, in particular, νf ′′
∣∣
∆′′
k
= λ′′k, k = 1, ..., p, are linear functions,
and
νf ′′(i, j) > max
1≤k≤p
λ′′k(i, j), 0 ≤ i < m, a ≤ j ≤ b . (3.6.13)
Consider now subdivisions of θ into parallelograms and one triangle with edges
parallel to the edges of θ (see, for example, Figure 3(d,e)). Exactly one of them can
be induced by a convex piece-wise linear function, defined as νf ′′ on ∆
′′
1∪ ...∪∆′′p and
extended to θ. Here we suppose that the function νf is generic among the convex
piece-wise linear functions determining the same subdivision Sf of ∆ (that means it
had generic rational slopes before we have multiplied it by a large natural number),
and then its graph necessarily has a break along the edges of the triangle. Let (m, d)
be a vertex of the triangle on the chosen subdivision of θ. We perform one more
shift now. Namely, in view of (3.6.13) and the fact that the linear functions λ′′k,
k = 1, ..., p, are constant in the horizontal direction, we conclude that there exists a
unique τ(t) ∈ K, τ(0) = 0, such that the polynomial f˜(x˜, y˜) = f ′′(x˜ + τ(t), y˜) has
no monomial x˜m−1y˜d (next to the vertex of the triangle).
We claim that the function νf˜ defines the subdivision of θ into one triangle and
p− 1 parallelograms as described above. Furthermore, the tropicalizations of f˜ on
the parallelograms inside θ are products of binomials, and the tropicalization of f˜
on the triangle inside θ (which we denote ∆Z) is y˜
dP (x˜, y˜), where P is a polynomial
from Lemma 3.5 with the vanishing coefficient of x˜m−1y˜.
Indeed, deformation of the tropicalization of the curve C˜ = {f˜ = 0} on the
polygons ∆′ ⊂ θ, ∆′ ∈ P (Sf˜), describes the deformation of the tropicalization C(0) of
the original curve C = {f = 0} in a neighborhood of Z. The argument from section
3.3 implies, first, that the truncations of the tropicalization of f˜ of the vertical edges
of ∆′′2, ...,∆
′′
p−1, lying on ∂θ (see Figure 3(c)), define irreducible components of the
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Figure 3: Refinement of the tropicalization, II
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restriction of T (C˜) to the polygons subdividing θ. In particular, each vertical edge
of ∆′′2, ...,∆
′′
p−1, lying on ∂θ, is joined to a segment, lying on the vertical coordinate
axis, by a sequence of parallelograms. Furthermore, the argument from section 3.3
yields that all other components of T (C˜) in Tor(∆′), ∆′ ⊂ θ, must be rational, and
each of them crosses
⋃
σ Tor(σ) at two points, where σ runs over all non-vertical
edges of the subdivision Sf˜ in θ. All this leaves only the possibility proclaimed
above for T (C˜)∣∣
θ
. For instance, the subdivision cannot be as shown by dashes in
Figure 3(f), since the tropicalization of f˜ of the horizontal dashed segment σ, lying
on the level d, cannot be a power of a binomial (notice that the monomial x˜m−1y˜d is
absent). Thus the component of T (C˜) corresponding to σ is irreducible and crosses
Tor(σ) at least at two points.
Remark 3.11 Notice that the truncations ϕ
(1)
Z and ϕ
(p)
Z of the tropicalization
of f˜ on the non-vertical edges of the triangle ∆Z are uniquely determined by
the polynomials f1 and fp, respectively. Any polynomial with Newton triangle
conv{(0, 0), (m, 1), (0, 2)} (∆Z shifted down), whose truncations to the non-vertical
edges coincide with ϕ
(1)
Z , ϕ
(p)
Z (up to multiplication by a suitable monomial), and the
coefficient of xm−1y vanishes, will be called a deformation pattern for the set Z.
3.7 Restoring a nodal curve out of tropical data
Denote by Q∆(nA1) the set of quadruples (A, S, F,R), where
• A ∈ A(∆) is a nodal amoeba of rank r, S : ∆ = ∆1, ...,∆N is a subdivision
of ∆ dual to A, and F , R are collections of the following polynomials in
C[x, y] which together are defined up to multiplication by the same non-zero
(complex) constant;
• F = (f1, ..., fN), fi is a polynomial with Newton polygon ∆i, i = 1, ..., N ,
such that, if ∆i is a triangle, then fi defines a rational curve in Tor(∆i) as
described in Lemma 3.5, if ∆i is a parallelogram, then fi defines a curve in
Tor(∆i) as described in Lemma 3.6, and, for any common edge σ = ∆i ∩∆j ,
the truncations fσi and f
σ
j coincide;
• R is a collection of deformation patterns compatible with F as defined in
Remarks 3.8 and 3.11.
We are given the points x1, ...,xr ∈ R2 and p1, ...,pr ∈ (K∗)2 such that
Val(pi) = xi, i = 1, ..., r, and we intend to find
• how many elements (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(nA1) correspond to a nodal amoeba
A ∈ A(∆) of rank r passing through x1, ...,xr, and
• how many polynomials f ∈ K[x, y] (determined up to multiplication by a non-
zero K-constant) with Newton polygon ∆, which define curves C ∈ Σ∆(nA1)
passing through p1, ...,pr, arise from a tropicalization (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(nA1).
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Step 1. Let A ∈ A(∆) be a nodal amoeba of rank r passing through the given
points x1, ...,xr ∈ R2.
Observe, first, that A uniquely determines a dual subdivision S of ∆. Indeed,
the unbounded components of R2\A are in a natural one-to-one correspondence
with ∂∆ ∩ Z2. The bounded edges of A in the boundary of the above components
define germs of the edges of S starting at ∂∆ ∩ Z2. There is a pair of non-parallel
neighboring germs which start at distinct points of ∂∆ ∩ Z2, and their extension
uniquely determines a triangle or a parallelogram in the subdivision S. Then we
remove this polygon out of ∆ and continue the process.
Second, A determines (uniquely up to a constant shift) a convex piece-wise
linear function ν : ∆ → R whose graph projects onto the subdivision S. More
precisely, the points x1, ...,xr lie on r distinct edges of A which correspond to some
r edges of S. If σi ∈ E(S) corresponds to a point xi, and ω′i, ω′′i are the endpoints
of σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then we have linear conditions on ν(ω′i) and ν(ω′′i ):
ν(ω′i)− ν(ω′′i ) = (ω′′i − ω′i)xi, i = 1, ..., r . (3.7.14)
Since x1, ...,xr are generic, system (3.7.14) is independent. Furthermore, parallelo-
grams ∆j ∈ P (S), j = 1, ..., N4, corresponding to the 4-valent vertices of A, impose
the following linear conditions on the values of ν at the vertices ω
(1)
j , ω
(2)
j , ω
(3)
j , ω
(4)
j
of ∆j (listed, say, clockwise):
νf(ω
(1)
j ) + νf(ω
(3)
j ) = νf (ω
(2)
j ) + νf (ω
(4)
j ), j = 1, ..., N4 . (3.7.15)
Lemma 2.2 yields that the united system (3.7.14), (3.7.15) is independent, and, since
it contains |V (S)| − 1 equations, it determines the values of ν at the vertices of S
uniquely up to a constant shift.
Step 2. We are looking for polynomials of the form
f(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆
c˜ij(t)t
ν(i,j)xiyj, c˜ij(0) = cij, (i, j) ∈ ∆ , (3.7.16)
where
fk(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆i
cijx
iyj, k = 1, ..., N .
We claim that the condition
f(p1) = ... = f(pr) = 0 (3.7.17)
uniquely determines the coefficients of f1, ..., fN at the vertices of S, and the trun-
cations of f1, ..., fN on the edges σ1, ..., σr, corresponding to x1, ...,xr, up to multi-
plication by the same non-zero constant.
Indeed, let
xi = (−αi,−βi), pi = (ξ, η), ξ = ξ0i tαi + h.o.t., η = η0i tβi + h.o.t., ξ0i , η0i ∈ C∗ ,
and let the endpoints of the edge σi be ω
′
i = (i1, j1), ω
′′
i = (i2, j2). The conditions
f(pi) = 0, i = 1, ..., r, then transform into the following equations:
f(pi) = t
νf (i1,j1)+i1αi+j1βi
(
gi(ξ
0
i , η
0
i ) +O(t)
)
= 0
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=⇒ gi(ξ0i , η0i ) = 0 , (3.7.18)
where a quasihomogeneous polynomial gi(x, y) = cω′ix
i1yj1 + ... + cω′′i x
i2yj2 is the
tropicalization of fσi . Since gi is the product of a monomial and a power of an
irreducible binomial, (3.7.18) determines it uniquely up to a constant factor. On
the other hand, the coefficients b1, b2, b3, b4 of the polynomial fj , having Newton par-
allelogram ∆j with respective clockwise ordered vertices ω
(1)
j , ω
(2)
j , ω
(3)
j , ω
(4)
j , satisfy
b1b3 = b2b4. We see that all the conditions imposed on the coefficients of f1, ..., fN
at V (S) are just a multiplicative form of a system like (3.7.14), (3.7.15), and hence
the claim follows.
Step 3. We next compute how many ways are there to restore f1, ..., fN , if one
fixes the coefficients of the polynomials f1, ..., fN at V (S) and their truncations to
the edges σ1, ..., σr.
To formulate the answer, consider the amoeba A and introduce the set E∗(A)
of extended edges of A, i.e., the maximal straight line intervals contained in A.
That is, the edges of A, which lie on the same straight line and are connected by
four-valent vertices, we join into one extended edge. We then claim that there are
W (A)
∏
σ∗∈E∗(A) |σ∗|−1
∏r
i=1 |σi|−1 collections of polynomials f1, ..., fN compatible
with the given data, where |σ∗| is understood as the length of one of the edges of S
dual to σ∗ ∈ E∗(A).
Let G0 be the union of all edges in E
∗(A), passing through x1, ...,xr. It is
a union of trees, whose vertices different from the four-valent vertices of A have
valency at most two. Notice that the position of the remaining edges in E∗(A) is
prescribed by G0. This yields that the graph G0 has a bivalent vertex v0, and there is
an extended edge ε1 in A\G0 starting at v0. Notice that ε1 cannot join two vertices
of G0 of valency two. Indeed, the position of two non-adjacent bivalent vertices of
G0 is uniquely determined by the position of some four points among x1, ...,xr, and
thus, due to the generality of the latter points, the straight line through the given
vertices is not orthogonal to any of the segments joining integral points in ∆. Put
G1 = G0 ∪ ε1. Next, by a similar reason, there is a bivalent vertex v1 of G1, and the
extended edge ε2 of A\G1, starting at v1, which does not end up at another bivalent
vertex of G1. Proceeding in the same manner, we reconstruct the whole amoeba A.
By Lemma 3.5, for a triangle ∆k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N and given truncations to two
edges σ′, σ′′ of ∆k, an admissible polynomial fk (i.e., defining a rational nodal curve
with precisely three unibranch intersection points with Tor(∂∆k)) can be restored
in |∆k|(|σ′| · |σ′′|)−1 ways. Following the construction of the graphs G0, G1, ..., we
obtain that the collection of polynomials fk with Newton triangles and compatible
with the given data, can be restored in W (A)
∏
σ∗∈E∗(A) |σ∗|−1
∏r
i=1 |σi|−1 ways, and
the polynomials with Newton parallelograms are then determined uniquely.
Step 4. By Lemma 3.9, any collection f1, ..., fN can be completed with any of∏
σ∈E∗(A) |σ| collections of deformation patterns; hence we can findW (A)
∏r
i=1 |σi|−1
elements (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(nA1) compatible with the given nodal amoeba A and
the points x1, ...,xr ∈ R2, p1, ...,pr ∈ (K∗)2.
We complete the proof of Theorem 3 with the following statement, which will
be proven after the main patchworking Theorem 5 in section 5.4
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Lemma 3.12 In the above notation, given the points x1, ...,xr ∈ R2, p1, ...,pr ∈
(K∗)2, and a compatible (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(nA1), the polynomials f ∈ K[x, y] with
Newton polygon ∆, which tropicalize into (A, S, F,R), define exactly
∏r
i=1 |σi| curves
in ΛK(∆) having n nodes and passing through p1, ...,pr.
4 Counting curves with one cusp
4.1 Formulation of the result
Let ∆ be a non-degenerate convex lattice polygon having at least one interior integral
point. We are interested to find the degree of the variety Σ∆(A2) of curves C ∈
ΛK(∆) having an ordinary cusp as their only singularity, and we intend to express
this degree as the number of certain non-Archimedean amoebas.
An amoeba A ∈ A(∆) is called 1-cuspidal if its dual subdivision S of ∆ satisfies
one of the following conditions:
(i) S contains a quadrangle, Aff(Z2)-equivalent to that shown in Figure 4(a), and
the rest of S consists of triangles of area 1/2;
(ii) S contains a triangle, Aff(Z2)-equivalent to that shown in Figure 4(b), and
the rest of S consists of triangles of area 1/2;
(iii) S contains an edge of length 2 common for a triangle, Aff(Z2)-equivalent to
that shown in Figure 4(c), and for a triangle of area 1, and the rest of S
consists of triangles of area 1/2;
(iv) S contains an edge of length 2 common for a quadrangle, Aff(Z2)-equivalent
to that shown in Figure 4(d), and for a triangle of area 1, and the rest of S
consists of triangles of area 1/2;
(v) S contains an edge of length 3, common for two triangles of area 3/2, and the
rest of S consists of triangles of area 1/2.
Observe that a 1-cuspidal amoeba has rank r = |Z2 ∩∆| − 3 and determines
the dual subdivision uniquely.
Let x1, ...,xr be generic points in R
2, A a 1-cuspidal amoeba passing through
these points. We shall introduce the weight W (A,x1, ...,xr).
Assume that A has only 3-valent vertices, i.e., S contains only triangles. Then
put W (A,p1, ...,pr) equal to 5, 6, or 6 in accordance with cases (ii), (iii), or (v) in
the definition of 1-cuspidal amoebas.
Assume that A contains a quadrangle ∆′. The vertices of S and the r edges of
S dual to the edges of A, which contain the fixed points, form a graph Γ. Observe
that Γ has no cycles, since, otherwise, as shown in Step 2 of section 3.7, one would
have a dependent sequence of relations of type (3.7.14), which is impossible in view
of the generic choice of p1, ...,pr. Thus, |V (S)| = |∆∩Z2| − 1 = r+2 yields that Γ
consists of two disjoint trees (a tree may be one point). Furthermore, the vertices of
∆′ cannot all belong to one component of Γ, and, for the case of ∆′ shown in Figure
4(d), it cannot be that the two upper vertices belong to one component of Γ and
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Figure 4: Newton polygons of auxiliary curves with nodes and cusps
the lower vertices belong to the other. Take the vectors joining the vertices of ∆′,
belonging to the same component of Γ, and take one vector v joining two vertices
from distinct components of Γ, and denote by w(A,x1, ...,xr) the minimal positive
coefficient of v in the possible linear combinations with integral coefficient of all the
vectors taken. Now putW (A,x1, ...,xr) equal to w(A,x1, ...,xr) or 3w(A,x1, ...,xr)
in the cases (i) and (iv), respectively.
Theorem 4 In the above notation,
deg Σ∆(A2) =
∑
W (A,x1, ...,xn) ,
where x1, ...,xr ∈ R2 is a collection of generic distinct points, and A ranges over all
1-cuspidal amoebas in A(∆), passing through x1, ...,xr.
4.2 Auxiliary curves with nodes and cusps
We start by describing the nodal complex curves which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 4.
Lemma 4.1 Up to the action of the group Aff(Z2) of affine automorphisms of Z2,
• the polygons in Figure 4(a,e) are the only lattice quadrangles with one interior
integral point and all edges of length 1;
• the polygon in Figure 4(b) is the only lattice triangle with two interior integral
points and all edges of length 1;
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• the polygon in Figure 4(c) is the only lattice triangle with one interior integral
point, one edge of length 2 and the others of length 1;
• the polygon in Figure 4(d) is the only lattice quadrangle without interior inte-
gral points, with one edge of length 2 and the others of length 1.
There is no lattice pentagon which contains vertices as its only integral points.
This is an elementary geometric fact, and we omit the proof.
Lemma 4.2 Denote by ∆i, i = 1, ..., 5, the polygons shown in Figure 4(a-e), re-
spectively.
(i) A curve in Tor(∆i), defined by a polynomial with Newton polygon ∆i, cannot
have a singularity more complicated than an ordinary cusp if i = 1, 2, and has
at most one node if i = 3, 4.
(ii) Given the coefficients at the vertices of ∆2, there exist exactly five polynomials
with Newton triangle ∆2 defining a curve with a cusp. Furthermore, such
curves have no other singular points.
(iii) Given the coefficients at the vertices of ∆3, there exist exactly two polyno-
mials with Newton triangle ∆3 defining a curve with a node, which lies on
Tor([(0, 0), (2, 0)]).
(iv) A polynomial with Newton polygon ∆1 and coefficients c10, c01, c12, c20 ∈ C∗ at
the vertices of ∆1 defines a curve in Tor(∆1), having a cusp, if and only if
c310c1,2 = c
2
01c
2
20 . (4.2.19)
Moreover, for fixed c10, c01, c12, c20, such a polynomial is unique and the corre-
sponding curve has a cusp as its only singularity.
(v) A polynomial with Newton polygon ∆4 and coefficients c00, c01, c1,1, c2,0 ∈
C∗ at the vertices of ∆4 defines a curve in Tor(∆4), having a node on
Tor([(0, 0), (2, 0)]), if and only if
c00c
2
1,1 = c
2
01c20 . (4.2.20)
Moreover, for fixed c00, c01, c1,1, c2,0, such a polynomial is unique and the cor-
responding curve has a node as its only singularity.
(vi) A curve in Tor(∆5) defined by a polynomial with Newton polygon ∆5 cannot
have cusps.
Proof. The statements come from a direct computation, and we explain only
(vi). Indeed, a polynomial with Newton polygon ∆5 defines a plane cubic which
admits two tangent lines intersecting at some point on a curve, which is impossible
for a cuspidal cubic by Plu¨cker formulas. ✷
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4.3 Amoebas and tropicalizations of 1-cuspidal curves
The dimension of the stratum of curves with a cusp in Λ(∆) is r = |Z2 ∩ ∆| − 3.
Pick r distinct generic points x1, ...,xr ∈ R2 with rational coordinates, and points
p1, ...,pr ∈ (K∗)2 such that Val(pi) = xi and the exponents of t in the coordinates
of pi are rational, i = 1, ..., r. Then there are finitely many 1-cuspidal curves in
ΛK(∆) passing through p1, ...,pr, and their amoebas pass through x1, ...,xr.
Observe that the coefficients of a polynomial f ∈ K[x, y], defining a cuspidal
curve in ΛK(∆), passing through p1, ...,pr, are Puiseux series with rational expo-
nents of t. A parameter change t 7→ tM with a suitable natural M makes all these
exponents integral, and the convex piece-wise linear function νf : ∆ → R integral-
valued at integral points. Through the rest of the proof we keep these assumptions.
We claim that the images of 1-cuspidal curves in ΛK(∆), passing through
p1, ...,pr, are 1-cuspidal amoebas, passing through x1, ...,xr.
Indeed, an amoeba Af passing through x1, ...,xr must satisfy
|Z2 ∩∆| − 1 ≥ rk(Af ) ≥ |Z2 ∩∆| − 3 .
If rk(Af ) = |Z2 ∩ ∆| − 1, then the subdivision Sf of ∆ consists of triangles
of area 1/2 which all are Aff(Z2)-equivalent to conv{(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)}, and thus,
the tropicalization T (f) = (f1, ..., fN) defines curves Ci ⊂ Tor(∆i) which are non-
singular and cross Tor(∂∆i) transversally. Thereby {f = 0} ⊂ TorK(∆) is non-
singular.
If rk(Af) = |Z2 ∩ ∆| − 2, then the subdivision Sf of ∆ contains either a
parallelogram of area 1, or a triangle with edges of length 1 and one interior integral
point, or an edge of length 2, common for two triangles of area 1. Then, by Lemmas
3.5 and 4.3(i), f defines a curve with at most node as singularity.
If, rk(Af) = r = |Z2 ∩ ∆| − 3, then Af is either 1-cuspidal, or nodal. The
subdivision Sf for a nodal amoeba or rank r, which is not 1-cuspidal, has (besides
triangles of area 1/2) either a parallelogram of area 2 with edges of length 1 (cf.
Figure 4(e)) or two fragments of the following three kinds: triangle with edges of
length 1 and one interior integral point, parallelogram of area 1, two triangles of area
1 with a common edge of length 2. By Lemmas 3.5, 4.3(i), 4.2(vi), a polynomial f ,
defining a curve in ΛK(∆) with a cusp, cannot have tropicalization associated to a
subdivision dual to a nodal but non-1-cuspidal amoeba.
Furthermore, the polynomials in T (f) corresponding to the polygon in Sf ,
which is Aff(Z2)-equivalent to that shown in Figure 4(a,b,c,d), must be as described
in Lemma 4.2(i-v), and the polynomials in T (f) corresponding to the triangles
without interior integral points must be as described in Lemma 3.5. If Sf contains
a polygon Aff(Z2)-equivalent to one of these shown in Figure 4(c,d), there is an
edge σ = ∆k ∩ ∆ and a point z ∈ Tor(σ) ∩ Ck ∩ Cl such that (Ck · Tor(sig))z =
(Cl · Tor(σ))z ≥ 2, and thus, we can construct a z-refinement of the tropicalization
of f as explained in section 3.5. Possible refinements of the tropicalization of f are
described in the following statements.
Lemma 4.3 In the above notation and definitions, let z ∈ Tor(σ) ∩ Ck ∩ Cl.
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Figure 5: Newton polygons for deformation patterns
(i) If Ck and Cl are non-singular at z, (Ck · Tor(σ))z = 3, and z bears a cusp
A2, then Tz(f) consist of one polynomial with Newton polygon ∆z as shown in
Figure 5(a), which defines an elliptic curve with one cusp in Tor(∆z).
(ii) If Ck has a node at z, Cl is non-singular at z, (Ck ·Tor(σ))z = 2, and z bears
a cusp A2, then Tz(f) consist of one polynomial with Newton polygon ∆z as
shown in Figure 5(b), which defines a rational curve with one cusp in Tor(∆z).
Proof. We show that Tz(f) in each case consists of one polynomial, and
describe these polynomials in Lemma 4.4 below.
The proof proceeds in the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.10. As an
example, we treat the situation (ii).
Besides the vertices of ∆z only the points (0, 0) and (0, 1) may serve as vertices
of the subdivision Sf(z). Notice that the possible intersections of the curves defined
by Tz(f) with Tor([(0, 0), (2, 0)]) are transversal, since the coefficient of x is zero by
construction. Hence z may bear the only singular points, coming from singularities in
(C∗)2 curves defined by polynomials with Newton polygon conv{(0, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2)}
or conv{(0,−1), (0, 1), (2, 0)}, which are at most nodes. ✷
Lemma 4.4 (i) There exist exactly two polynomials with Newton polygon ∆′, as
shown in Figure 5(a), which have prescribed coefficients at the vertices of ∆′,
zero coefficient of x2, and define curves in Tor(∆′) with a cusp as its only
singularity;
(ii) there exist exactly three polynomials with Newton polygon ∆′′, as shown in
Figure 5(b), which have prescribed coefficients at the vertices of ∆′′, zero coef-
ficient of x2, and define curves in Tor(∆′′) with a cusp as its only singularity.
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Proof. The statement results from a direct computation. As an example, we
consider the second case.
After a suitable coordinate change, we reduce the question to the study of
polynomials
F (x, y) = y3 + yx2 + 1 + ay + by2, a, b ∈ C .
The system F (x, y) = Fx(x, y) = Fy(x, y) = 0 reduces in C
2 to the system
x = 0, 3y2 + 2by + a = 0, y3 + by2 + ay + 1 = 0 ,
which must have a solution of multiplicity 2, that is y3 + by2 + ay + 1 = (y + α)3,
α3 = 1, and the statement follows. ✷
4.4 Restoring a cuspidal curve out of tropical data
We proceed along the argument of section 3.7.
Denote by Q∆(A2) the set of quadruples (A, S, F,R), where
• A ∈ A(∆) is a 1-cuspidal amoeba, S : ∆ = ∆1, ...,∆N is a subdivision of
∆ dual to A, and F , R are collections of the following polynomials in C[x, y]
which together are defined up to multiplication by the same non-zero (complex)
constant;
• F = (f1, ..., fN), fi is a polynomial with Newton polygon ∆i, i = 1, ..., N ,
such that, if ∆i is a triangle without interior integral points, then fi defines a
rational curve in Tor(∆i) as described in Lemma 3.5, if ∆i is a triangle Aff(Z
2)-
equivalent to that shown in Figure 4(b,c), then fi defines a curve in Tor(∆i)
as described in Lemma 4.2(ii,iii), if ∆i is a quadrangle Aff(Z
2)-equivalent to
that shown in Figure 4(a,d), then fi defines a curve in Tor(∆i) as described
in Lemma 4.2(iv,v), and, at last, for any common edge σ = ∆i ∩ ∆j , the
truncations fσi and f
σ
j coincide;
• R is a collection of deformation patterns compatible with F as defined in
Remarks 3.8 and 3.11.
Let (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(A2), and x1, ...,xr ∈ A. These points lie on r distinct
edges of A which correspond to some r edges of S, and they impose conditions
(3.7.14) on the values of the function ν : ∆ → R. Since x1, ...,xr are generic,
system (3.7.14) is independent. A quadrangle which may appear in S imposes one
linear condition on the values of ν at its vertices, which, for the case of the shape
shown in Figure 4(a), reads (up to Aff(Z2) action)
3ν(1, 0) + ν(1, 2) = 2ν(0, 1) + 2ν(2, 0) ,
and, for the case of the shape shown in Figure 4(d), reads
ν(0, 0) + 2ν(1, 1) = 2ν(0, 1) + ν(2, 0) .
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The latter condition together with (3.7.14) form a system of |V (S)|−1 independent
equations, which determines the values of ν at the vertices of S uniquely up to a
shift.
We look for a polynomial f ∈ K[x, y] defining a curve in Σ∆(A2) in the form
(3.7.16). Similarly to Step 2 of section 3.7, the conditions f(p1) = ... = f(pr) = 0
transform into a system of equations (3.7.18). In the case of a triangular subdivision
S, the latter system determines the coefficients of f1, ..., fN at V (S) as well as the
truncations of f1, ..., fN on the edges σ1, ..., σr uniquely up to proportionality. If S
contains a quadrangle, then we supply system of equations (3.7.18) with equation
(4.2.19) or (4.2.20), and the system obtained produces w(A,x1, ...,xr) collections of
the coefficients of f1, ..., fN at V (S) and truncations to σ1, ...σr (up to proportion-
ality). Finally, taking into account Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, we decide that given an 1-
cuspidal amoeba A ∈ A(∆), A ⊃ {x1, ...,xr}, there are W (A,x1, ...,xr)
∏r
i=1 |σi|−1
quadruples (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(A2) which may serve as tropicalizations of polyno-
mials f ∈ K[x, y] with Newton polygon ∆, defining curves C ∈ Σ∆(A2) passing
through p1, ...,pr.
The proof of Theorem 4 is completed with
Lemma 4.5 In the above notation, given the points x1, ...,xr ∈ R2, p1, ...,pr ∈
(K∗)2, and a compatible (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(A2), the polynomials f ∈ K[x, y] with
Newton polygon ∆, which tropicalize into (A, S, F,R) define exactly
∏r
i=1 |σi| curves
in ΛK(∆) having one cusp and passing through p1, ...,pr.
The proof of Lemma 4.5 is completely similar to the proof of Lemma 3.12
(section 5.4) and we omit it.
5 Patchworking singular algebraic curves
5.1 Initial data for patchworking
Let ∆ ⊂ R2 be a non-degenerate convex lattice polygon, S : ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ... ∪ ∆N
its subdivision into convex lattice polygons, defined by a convex piece-wise linear
function ν : ∆→ R such that ν(Z2) ⊂ Z.
Let aij ∈ C, (i, j) ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2, be such that aij 6= 0 for each vertex (i, j) of all
the polygons ∆1, ...,∆N . Then we define polynomials
fk(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆k∩Z2
aijx
iyj, k = 1, ..., N ,
and curves Ck = {fk = 0} ⊂ Tor(∆k), k = 1, ..., N , on which we impose the
following conditions.
(A) For any k = 1, ..., N , each multiple component of Ck (if it exists) is defined
by a binomial; it crosses any other component of Ck transversally, only at
non-singular points, and not on Tor(∂∆k).
(B) For any edge σ ⊂ ∂∆, σ ⊂ ∆k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , the curve Ck is non-singular along
Tor(σ) and crosses Tor(σ) transversally.
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(C) If σ is an edge of ∆k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , and z ∈ Tor(σ) ∩ Ck is an isolated singular
point of Ck, then the germ (Ck, z) is topologically equivalent to (y
′′)m(k,z) +
(x′′)m = 0, in local coordinates x′′, y′′ with y′′-axis coinciding with Tor(σ).
Now we introduce additional polynomials which will play the role of deforma-
tion patterns, as defined in Remarks 3.8 and 3.11.
Consider all the triples (k, σ, z), where 1 ≤ k ≤ N , σ 6⊂ ∂∆ is an edge of ∆k,
z ∈ Tor(σ) ∩ Ck and (Ck · Tor(σ))z = m ≥ 2. Then introduce the equivalence of
triples: (i) (k, σ, z) ∼ (l, σ, z) if σ = ∆k ∩ ∆l, and (ii) (k, σ, z) ∼ (k, σ′, z′) if σ, σ′
are parallel sides of ∆k and z, z
′ belong to the same multiple component of Ck. The
transitive extension of this equivalence distributes the triples into disjoint classes.
We denote the set of equivalence classes by Π. In fact, a pair of points z, z′ from
equivalent triples (k, σ, z), (l, σ′, z′) determines an element of Π uniquely, and we
write simply (z, z′) ∈ Π.
To any element of Π we assign a deformation pattern. Namely, in any class
there are exactly two triples (k, σ, z), (l, σ′, z′) with coinciding or parallel edges σ, σ′,
and isolated singular (or non-singular) points z, z′ of the curves Ck, Cl, respectively.
In some local coordinates in neighborhoods of z and z′ as required in the above
property (C), the curves Ck and Cl are defined by∑
i·m(k,z)+jm≥m·m(k,z)
αijx
iyj = 0,
∑
i·m(l,z′)+jm≥m·m(l,z′)
βijx
iyj = 0 ,
respectively, with αm0 = βm0, and non-degenerate homogeneous polynomials
ϕ(k)z (x, y) =
∑
i·m(k,z)+jm=m·m(k,z)
αijx
iyj, ϕ
(l)
z′ (x, y) =
∑
i·m(l,z′)+jm=m·m(l,z′)
βijx
iyj .
A deformation pattern attached to the chosen class of triples is a curve Cz,z′ ⊂
Tor(∆z,z′), ∆z,z′ = conv{(m, 0), (0, m(k, z)), (0,−m(l, z′))}, defined by a polynomial
Fz,z′(x, y) with Newton triangle ∆z,z′ and truncations ϕ
(k)
z (x, y), ϕ
(l)
z′ (x, y
−1) on the
edges [(m, 0), (0, m(k, z)], [(m, 0), (0,−m(l, z′))], respectively.
5.2 Transversality
Transversality of equisingular strata provides sufficient conditions for the patchwork-
ing (cf. [24, 25]).
Let S be a topological or (contact) analytic equivalence of isolated planar curve
singular points. We intend to define the S-transversality for triples (∆k,∆−k , Ck),
1 ≤ k ≤ N , where ∆−k is a connected (or empty) union of some edges of ∆k, and for
deformation patterns.
Pick a triple (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck), 1 ≤ k ≤ N .
Denote by Singiso(Ck) the set of isolated singular points of Ck. If z ∈
Singiso(Ck)∩ (C∗)2, denote by MS(Ck, z) the germ at Ck of the S-equisingular stra-
tum of (Ck, z) in Λ(∆k). The (projective) Zariski tangent space to M
S(Ck, z) at Ck
is formed by the curves {g = 0} ∈ Λ(∆k), with g ∈ IS(Ck, z) ⊂ OTor(∆k),z, where
IS(Ck, z) is the equisingular ideal or the Tjurina ideal (see [4, 33]), according to
whether S is the topological or analytic equivalence.
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Let z ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(σ) be a non-singular or singular isolated point of Ck, where
σ is an edge of ∆k, and let x
′′, y′′ be local coordinates in a neighborhood of z in
Tor(∆k) as introduced in section 5.1. The ideals
Isqh0 (Ck, z) =
{
g ∈ OTor(∆k),z : g =
∑
i·m(k,z)+jm≥m·m(k,z)
bij(x
′′)i(y′′)j
}
,
Isqh(Ck, z) = I
sqh
0 (Ck, z) + 〈
∂f ′′
∂x′′
〉
naturally define the linear subsystems M sqh0 (Ck, z), M
sqh(Ck, z) in Λ(∆k), respec-
tively.
Let Credk be the reduction of the curve Ck. Let z ∈ Singiso(Credk )\Singiso(Ck).
Then z is an intersection point of two distinct components {g′ = 0}, {g′′ = 0} of Ck
having multiplicities m′, m′′, respectively, with m′ +m′′ > 2. Denote by Meg(Ck, z)
the closure of the germ at Ck of the family of curves C ∈ Λ(∆k), having m′m′′ nodes
in a neighborhood of z.
Lemma 5.1 (i) The (projective) Zariski tangent space to Meg(Ck, z) at Ck is
formed by the curves {g = 0}, g ∈ Λ(∆k), with g ∈ Ieg(Ck, z) := 〈(g′)m′ , (g′′)m′′〉 ⊂
OTor(∆k),z.
(ii) Let ∆k be a parallelogram with a pair of non-parallel edges σ1, σ2, the curve
Ck given by {fk = 0}, where fk is a product of a monomial and binomials. Then the
germ Meg(Ck) =
⋂
zM
eg(Ck, z), where z runs over all intersection points of distinct
components of Ck, is smooth of codimension Area(∆k) in Λ(∆k), and intersects
transversally with the space of curves, defined by polynomials f with Newton polygon
∆k such that f
σi = fσik , i = 1, 2.
Proof. (i) In a neighborhood of z, the curves C ∈ Meg(Ck, z) are unions of
m′ +m′′ discs (counting multiplicities), and are represented by equations ((g′)m
′
+
g′1)((g
′′)m
′′
+ g′′1) = 0 with ||g′1||, ||g′′1 || sufficiently small; thus, the claim follows.
(ii) Observing that |{fσ1k = 0} ∩ {fσ2k = 0} ∩ (C∗)2| = Area(∆k)|σ1|−1|σ2|−1,
we derive the required statement, when showing that fk is the only polynomial with
Newton polygon ∆k, the fixed truncations on σ1, σ2, and belonging to the ideal
〈fσ1k , fσ2k 〉w ⊂ OC2,w, for any point w ∈ {fσ1k = 0} ∩ {fσ2k = 0} ∩ (C∗)2. The latter
claim immediately follows from Be´zout’s theorem. ✷
Definition 5.2 In the above notation, let ∆+k be the union of the edges σ of ∆k
such that σ 6⊂ ∆−k . The triad (∆k,∆−k , Ck) is called S-transversal, if all the germs
MS(Ck, z), z ∈ Singiso(Ck) ∩ (C∗)2 ,
Meg(Ck, z), z ∈ Singiso(Credk )\Singiso(Ck) ,
M sqh0 (Ck, z), z ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(∆−k ) is not a non-isolated singular point ,
M sqh(Ck, z), z ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(∆+k ) is not a non-isolated singular point
are smooth of expected dimension and intersect transversally in Λ(∆k).
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Definition 5.3 A deformation pattern Cz,z′ ⊂ ∆z,z′, is called S-transversal, if the
triad (∆z,z′,∆
−
z,z′, Cz,z′) is S-transversal, where ∆−z,z′ is the union of the non-vertical
edges of ∆z,z′.
Lemma 5.4 In the above notation, the triad (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck) is S-transversal if
H1(Tor(∆k),OTor(∆k)(Ck)⊗ JZk) = 0 , (5.2.21)
where JZk ⊂ OTor(∆k) is the ideal sheaf of the zero-dimensional scheme Zk ⊂
Tor(∆k), defined at the points z ∈ Ck mentioned in Definition 5.2 by the ideals
IS(Ck, z), I
eg(Ck, z), I
sqh
0 (Ck, z), I
sqh(Ck, z), respectively.
The statement immediately follows from the cohomology interpretation of
transversality.
Following [24, 25], we provide an explicit numerical criterion for the h1-
vanishing (5.2.21). To formulate it, we use topological invariants b(C, ξ), b˜(C, ξ)
defined for a curve C and its local branch ξ, and the Tjurina number τ(C, z), equal
to the codimension of the Tjurina ideal in the local ring of an ambient surface. The
complete definition of the invariants b and b˜ can be found in [24], section 4.1, or in
[25], section 4, Definition 1. We only recall it for a few cases. If C has a node, then
b(C, ξ) = 0 for both branches; if C has a cusp, then b(C, ξ) = 1; if C is locally given
by {xpr + yqr = 0}, (p, q) = 1, then b˜(C, ξ) = p+ q − 1.
Lemma 5.5 (i) The S-transversality of a triad (∆k,∆−k , Ck) persists if ∆−k contains
at most two edges, and one removes from ∆−k edges of length 1.
(ii) If Ck is irreducible, then the triad (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck) is transversal with respect
to the topological equivalence of singular points, provided,∑′
b(Ck, ξ) +
∑′′
b˜(Ck,Q) +
∑′′′
((Ck · Tor(σ))z − ε) <
∑
σ⊂∂∆k
(Ck · Tor(σ)) ,
where
∑′ ranges over all local branches ξ of Ck, centered at the points z ∈
Sing(Ck) ∩ (C∗)2,
∑′′ ranges over all local branches Q of Ck, centered at the points
z ∈ Sing(Ck) ∩ Tor(∂∆k), and
∑′′′ ranges over all non-singular points z of Ck on
Tor(∂∆k) with ε = 0 if σ ⊂ ∆−k and ε = 1 otherwise.
(iii) If Ck is irreducible, then the triad (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck) is transversal with respect
to the analytic equivalence of singular points, provided,∑′
(τ(Ck, z)− 1) +
∑′′
b˜(Ck,Q) +
∑′′′
((Ck · Tor(σ))z − ε) <
∑
σ⊂∂∆k
(Ck · Tor(σ)) ,
where
∑′ ranges over all the points z ∈ Sing(Ck)∩(C∗)2, and∑′′,∑′′′ are as above.
(iv) If Ck is reduced and reducible, then the triad (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck) is transver-
sal with respect to the topological equivalence of singular points, provided, for any
irreducible component C of Ck,∑′
b(Ck, ξ)+
∑′′
b˜(Ck,Q)+
∑′′′
((C ·Tor(σ))z−ε) <
∑
σ⊂∂∆k
(C ·Tor(σ)) , (5.2.22)
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where
∑′ ranges over all local branches ξ of C, centered at the points z ∈
Sing(Ck) ∩ (C∗)2,
∑′′ ranges over all local branches Q of C, centered at the points
z ∈ Sing(Ck) ∩ Tor(∂∆k), and
∑′′′ ranges over all non-singular points z of Ck on
C ∩ Tor(σ), σ ⊂ ∂∆k, with ε = 0 if σ ⊂ ∆−k and ε = 1 otherwise.
(v) If Ck is non-reduced, then the triad (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck) is transversal with respect
to the topological equivalence of singular points, provided that any component of Ck,
which is not defined by a binomial, satisfies (5.2.22), and any component of Ck
defined by a binomial crosses Tor(∆−k ) at most in one point and crosses the reduced
union of all the other component of Ck transversally in only non-singular points.
Lemma 5.6 In the notation of section 5.1 and Definition 5.3,
(i) an irreducible deformation pattern Cz,z′ is transversal with respect to the topo-
logical equivalence of singular points if∑
w∈Sing(Cz,z′ )∩C
2
b(Cz,z′, w) < #(Z ∩ (−m(l, z′), m(k, z))) + ε0 ,
and is transversal with respect to the analytic equivalence of singular points if∑
w∈Sing(Cz,z′ )∩C
2
(τ(Cz,z′, w)− 1) < #(Z ∩ (−m(l, z′), m(k, z))) + ε0 ,
where ε0 is the number of edges of length 1 in ∆
−
z,z′;
(ii) a reducible deformation pattern Cz,z′ is transversal with respect to the topo-
logical equivalence of singular points if, for any irreducible component C of
Cz,z′, ∑
ξ
b(Cz,z′, ξ) < (C · Tor(∂∆z,z′))− (C · Tor(∆−z,z′)) + ε0(C) ,
where ξ ranges on all local branches of C centered at Sing(Cz,z′) ∩ C2, and
ε0(C) is the number of edges of length 1 in ∆
−
z,z′.
Proof. Both Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 are slightly modified particular cases of
Theorem 4.1 in [24], and we shall explain only the modifications.
To obtain ε0, or, more generally, to remove edges of length 1 from ∆
−
k , we
notice that the S-transversality for the triad (∆k, ∆˜−k , Ck) means that in the space
P(∆k) of polynomials with Newton polygon ∆k, the corresponding S-equisingular
stratum is smooth and transversally intersects with the (affine) subspace of poly-
nomials having fixed coefficients at the integral points in ∆˜−k . The action of (C
∗)3
on P(∆k) defined as (λ0, λ1, λ2) · F (x, y) = λ0F (λ1x, λ2y), arbitrarily varies the
coefficients, corresponding to integral points in the edges of length 1 in ∆−k \∆˜−k ,
whereas the coefficients at the integral points in ∆˜−k stay fixed. Since the considered
S-equisingular stratum is invariant with respect to this action, we conclude that it
transversally intersects the subspace of polynomials having fixed coefficients at the
integral points in ∆−k .
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In case (v) of Lemma 5.5, one derives (5.2.21) by successively eliminating the
components of Ck, defined by binomials, using the Horace method [8], and then
applying statement (iii) to the rest of the curve. Indeed, if C ′k is the union of the
components of Ck, which are not defined by binomials, then, for any component
C ⊂ C ′k, and any local branch ξ of C, participating in the left-hand side of (5.2.22),
we have respectively b(C ′k, ξ) = b(Ck, ξ), or b˜(C
′
k, ξ) = b˜(Ck, ξ). In turn, the Horace
method step is performed as follows. Let C ⊂ Ck be a component of Ck defined by a
binomial f , and C ′′k be the curve on Tor(∆k) defined by the polynomial f
′′
k = fk/f .
We have an exact sequence of ideal sheaves on Tor(∆k)
0→ JZk:C(C ′′k )→ JZk(Ck)→ JZk∩C(Ck)→ 0 .
Here the ideal sheaf JZk:C(C ′′k ) can be considered on the surface Tor(∆′′k), where ∆′′k
is the Newton polygon of the polynomial f ′′k . It is easy to see that ∆
′′
k can be obtained
from ∆k, when shrinking two opposite parallel edges of ∆k (the edges parallel to the
Newton segment of the binomial f) by a unit length segment. The scheme Zk : C
is the zero-dimensional scheme, which can be defined for the curve C ′′k on Tor(∆
′′
k)
along the formulation of Lemma 5.4, in the same way as the scheme Zk for Ck. In
turn the sheaf JZk∩C(Ck) can be considered on the non-singular rational curve C,
and one can easily check that, by construction and hypotheses of Lemma 5.5,
degZk ∩ C ≤ degOC(Ck) + 1 =⇒ degJZk∩C(Ck) ≥ −1 > −2 = 2g(C)− 2 .
Hence h1(C,JZk∩C(Ck)) = 0, and thus, (5.2.21) reduces to
h1(Tor(∆′′k),JZk:C(C ′′k )) = 0, which is the induction assumption. ✷
5.3 Patchworking theorem
Let us be given the data introduced in section 5.1, i.e., subdivision
S : ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ... ∪∆N , induced by a function ν : ∆ → R, amoeba A, polynomi-
als f1, ..., fN , and deformation patterns defined by polynomials fz,z˜. Let G be the
set of orientations of the amoeba A (as a graph), which have no oriented cycles and
obey the following requirements. For Γ ∈ G, denote by ∆−k (Γ) the union of those
edges of ∆k which correspond to arcs of A, which are Γ-oriented inside ∆k. We
assume that ∆−k (Γ) is connected for any k = 1, ..., N , and any two arcs of A, having
a common vertex and lying on a straight line, are cooriented. Denote by Arc(Γ) the
set of ordered pairs (k, l), where ∆k, ∆l have a common edge, and the corresponding
arc of A is Γ-oriented from ∆k to ∆l.
Theorem 5 Under the assumptions of sections 5.1, suppose that all the given de-
formation patterns are S-transversal, and there is Γ ∈ G such that every triad
(∆k,∆
−
k (Γ), Ck) is S-transversal, k = 1, ..., N . Then there exists a polynomial
f ∈ K[x, y] with Newton polygon ∆, whose refined tropicalization consists of the
given data, ν, S, f1, ..., fN , and the given deformation patterns, and which defines
a family of reduced curves C(t) ⊂ Tor(∆), t 6= 0, such that there is an S-equivalent
1-to-1 correspondence between Sing(C(t)) and the disjoint union of
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• the sets Singiso(Ck) ∩ (C∗)2, k = 1, ..., N ,
• the sets Sing(Cz,z˜) ∩ C2, {z, z˜} ∈ Π,
• the set of ∑Nk=1∑z dimOC2,z/Ieg(Ck, z) nodes, where z runs over
Sing(Credk )\Singiso(Ck), k = 1, ..., N .
Furthermore, take any set B ⊂ V (S) such that, for each k = 1, ..., N , either
|B ∩ ∆k| ≤ 3, or B ∩ ∆k ⊂ ∆−k . Then one has a family of polynomials as above,
which can be described by the relations
f(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆
(aij + cij)x
iyjtν(i,j) , (5.3.23)
{
cij = cij(t) ∈ K, cij(0) = 0, (i, j) ∈ ∆ ,
cij(t) = Φ
B
ij({ckl(t), (k, l) ∈ B}, t), (i, j) ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2\B ,
(5.3.24)
with certain complex analytic functions ΦBij, (i, j) ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2\B.
The proof is a routine adaptation of the proofs of similar patchworking theo-
rems in [24, 25]. We however present it here for a curious reader.
Proof of Theorem 5.
Step 1. Fix k = 1, ..., N . The space H0(Tor(∆k),OTor(∆k)(Ck)) can naturally
be identified with the space of polynomials P(∆k). We shall split this linear space
into subspaces and choose specific bases in them.
Introduce
P(∆−k ) = Span{xiyj, (i, j) ∈ ∆−k }, P(∆−k ) = Span{xiyj, (i, j) ∈ ∆k\∆−k } .
The S-transversality of the triad (∆k,∆−k , Ck) yields, by Lemma 5.4, the surjectivity
of the map prk : P(∆k)→ H0(Z ′k,OZ′k), where Z ′k is the part of the zero-dimensional
scheme Zk, supported at points on Tor(∂∆k), and Zk is introduced in Lemma 5.4.
Since fk ∈ Ker(prk) and ∆−k is connected,
Ker(prk) = Span{fk} ⊕ (Ker(prk) ∩ P(∆−k )) .
The variety germs MS(Ck, z) and M
eg(Ck, z), listed in Definition 5.2 and re-
lated to singular points z of Ck in (C
∗)2, naturally lift to germs at fk of varieties
in P(∆k). The latter germs we extend up to the germs M˜S(Ck, z) and M˜eg(Ck, z)
at fk of the corresponding equisingular varieties in the space P(∆). Due to the S-
transversality condition, the intersection Mk of all the germs M˜
S(Ck, z), M˜
eg(Ck, z),
corresponding to the singular points of Ck in (C
∗)2, is smooth of expected codimen-
sion nk =
∑
z dimOC2,z/IS(Ck, z)+
∑
z dimOC2,z/Ieg(Ck, z) in P(∆). Furthermore,
Mk intersects transversally with Ker(prk)∩P(∆−k ) in P(∆). That is, in a neighbor-
hood of fk, this germ is given by a system of analytic equations
Φ
(k)
1 (F ) = ... = Φ
(k)
nk
(F ) = 0 , (5.3.25)
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where F stands for a variable polynomial in P(∆), and there is a set Bk of nk linearly
independent elements of Ker(pik) ∩ P(∆−k ) such that
det
(
∂{Φ(k)i (F ), i = 1, ..., nk}
∂Bk
)∣∣∣∣
F=Fk
6= 0 . (5.3.26)
Moreover, the elements of Bk can be chosen as the disjoint union of sets Bk,z,
z ∈ Sing(Credk ) such that Bk,z projects to a basis of the space OC2,z/IS(Ck, z) or
OC2,z/Ieg(Ck, z), according as z ∈ Singiso(Ck)∩ (C∗)2 or z ∈ Sing(Credk )\Singiso(Ck),
and, in addition Bk,z projects to zero in any other such space corresponding to any
point z′ 6= z ∈ Sing(Credk ) ∩ (C∗)2.
Step 2. Under the hypotheses of Step 1, we choose a basis of H0(Z ′k,OZ′k)
reflecting its splitting⊕
z∈Ck∩Tor(∆
−
k
)\Cnr
k
OTor(∆k),z/Isqh0 (Ck, z)⊕
⊕
z∈Ck∩Tor(∆
+
k
)\Cnr
k
(Ck ·Tor(∆
+
k
))z≥2
OTor(∆k),z/Isqh(Ck, z) ,
(5.3.27)
where Cnrk stands for the union of the multiple components of Ck.
For a point z, occurring in the above splitting, we have local coordinates
x′′, y′′, introduced in condition (C), section 5.1, in which Isqh0 (Ck, z) is generated by
monomials lying on or above the segment [(0, m(k, z)), (m, 0)]. Then we can choose
the monomial basis
(x′′)i(y′′)j , m(k, z)i+mj < m ·m(k, z) , (5.3.28)
for OTor(∆k),z/Isqh0 (Ck, z), and the monomial basis
(x′′)i(y′′)j, m(k, z)i+mj < m ·m(k, z), (i, j) 6= (m− 1, 0) , (5.3.29)
for OTor(∆k),z/Isqh(Ck, z).
Take a point z ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(∆+k )\Cnrk such that (Ck · Tor(∆+k ))z ≥ 2. In the
local coordinates x′′, y′′, the ideal Isqh(Ck, z) is generated by monomials lying on
or above segment [(0, m(k, z)), (m, 0)] and by ∂f ′′k /∂x
′′. We lift the monomial basis
(5.3.29) to polynomials pi
(k,z)
ij ∈ P(∆k), which can be chosen obeying the following
restrictions:
• pi(k,z)ij vanishes in all summands of (5.3.27) corresponding to points different
from z,
• pi(k,z)ij belongs to P(∆k\∆−k ),
• pi(k,z)ij with j > 0 does not contain the monomials xpyq, (p, q) ∈ σ, where
z ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(σ).
Similarly, if z ∈ Ck∩Tor(∆−k ) such that (Ck ·Tor(∆−k ))z ≥ 2, then, in the local
coordinates x′′, y′′, the ideal Isqh0 (Ck, z) is generated by monomials lying on or above
segment [(0, m(k, z)), (m, 0)], and we lift the monomial basis (5.3.28) to polynomials
pi
(k,z)
ij ∈ P(∆k), which can be chosen obeying the following restrictions:
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• pi(k,z)ij vanishes in all summands of (5.3.27) corresponding to points 6= z,
• pi(k,z)ij , j > 0, belongs to P(∆k\∆−k ).
Step 3. Let {(k, σ, z), (l, σ˜, z˜)} ∈ Π, Cz,z˜ ⊂ Tor(∆z,z˜) the given deformation
pattern, defined by a polynomial fz,z˜ with Newton polygon ∆z,z˜. We can identify
H0(Tor(∆z,z˜),OTor(∆z,z˜)(Cz,z˜)) with P(∆z,z˜). Assume that P(∆z,z˜) is embedded into
some finite-dimensional linear space V of polynomials. The S-transversality of the
deformation pattern Cz,z˜ means that the germ at fz,z˜ of the S-equisingular stratum
in V, corresponding to Sing(Cz,z˜) ∩ C2, is smooth of expected dimension (which we
denote by nz,z˜), and is the intersection of smooth analytic transverse hypersurfaces
Φ
(z,z˜)
1 (F ) = 0, ... , Φ
(z,z˜)
nz,z˜
(F ) = 0, F ∈ V ,
and furthermore, there is the set Bz,z˜ of nz,z˜ coefficients of monomials
(i, j) ∈ ∆z,z˜\∆−z,z˜, such that
det
(
∂{Φ(z,z˜)i (F ), i = 1, ..., nz,z˜}
∂{Bz,z˜}
)∣∣∣∣
F=fz,z˜
6= 0 .
Step 4. We intend to write a formula for the desired polynomial f ∈ K[x, y]
with unknown coefficients, which then will be found as a solution to certain system
of equations.
For k = 1, ..., N , the restriction ν
∣∣
∆k
is a linear function λk(i, j) = αki+βkj+γk.
Introduce a C-linear map
Tk : C[x, y, x
−1, y−1]→ C[x, y, x−1, y−1], Tk(xiyj) = xiyjtλk(i,j) .
Put
f(x, y) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆
aijx
iyjtν(i,j) +
N∑
k=1
∑
h∈Bk
chTk(h(x, y))
+
∑
{(k,σ,z),(l,σ˜,z˜)}∈Π
σ⊂∆+
k
∑
m(k,z)i+mj<m·m(k,z)
(i,j)6=(m−1,0)
tc
(k,z)
ij Tk(pi
(k,z)
ij (x, y))
+
∑
{(k,σ,z),(l,σ˜,z˜)}∈Π
σ⊂∆−
k
∑
m(k,z)i+mj<m·m(k,z)
j>0
tc
(k,z)
ij Tk(pi
(k,z)
ij (x, y)) , (5.3.30)
where all the coefficients ch = ch(t), c
(k,z)
ij = c
(k,z)
ij (t) are elements of K.
Step 5. Pick k = 1, ..., N , and consider the polynomial
fˆk(x, y) := T
−1
k (f(x, y)) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆k
aijx
iyj +
∑
h∈Bk
chh(x, y)
+
∑
(i,j)∈∆\∆k
aijx
iyjtν(i,j)−λk(i,j) +
∑
l 6=k
∑
h∈Bl
chT
−1
k Tl(h(x, y))
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+
∑
{(p,σ,z),(q,σ˜,z˜)}∈Π
σ⊂∆+p
∑
m(p,z)i+mj<m·m(p,z)
(i,j)6=(m−1,0)
tc
(p,z)
ij T
−1
k Tp(pi
(p,z)
ij (x, y))
+
∑
{(p,σ,z),(q,σ˜,z˜)}∈Π
σ⊂∆−p
∑
m(p,z)i+mj<m·m(p,z)
j>0
tc
(p,z)
ij T
−1
k Tp(pi
(p,z)
ij (x, y)) . (5.3.31)
This is a deformation of fk(x, y) in P(∆).
Our first requirement about fˆk(x, y) is that fˆk ∈Mk, where Mk ⊂ P(∆) is the
variety germ introduced in Step 1. Consequently, by (5.3.26), this can be expressed
in the form
ch = L
k
h ({ch′ : h′ ∈ Bu, (u, k) ∈ Arc(Γ)}) +O(t), h ∈ Bk , (5.3.32)
where Lkh are linear functions with constant coefficients in their variables ch′.
Step 6. Let Z = {(k, σ, z), (l, σ˜, z˜)} ∈ Π, (Ck · Tor(σ))z = m ≥ 2. If σ˜ = σ,
z˜ = z, then σ = ∆k ∩ ∆l, z 6∈ Cnrl ∪ Cnrl . If σ˜ 6= σ, then the polygons ∆k, ∆l
are joined by a well ordered sequence of polygons such that any two neighboring
polygons in the sequence have a common edge, and all these common edges, among
them σ and σ˜, are parallel. We intend to specify conditions under which there
appear m − 1 nodes of the curve Ct, corresponding to the pair Z. We shall treat
only the case σ˜ 6= σ, since this includes the situation σ˜ = σ as a particular case.
Let ∆1, ...,∆s, s ≥ 1, be the sequence of polygons joining ∆k and ∆l (cf. Figure
3(a)). Geometrically, this means that the points z and z˜ are joined in
⋃N
i=1Tor(∆i)
by a sequence of non-singular rational components C ′1 ⊂ C1, ..., C ′s ⊂ Cs, such that
each component C ′i appears in Ci with multiplicity m. Without loss of generality
assume that ν is constant on σ, σ˜ and on all parallel to them edges of ∆1, ...,∆s.
Perform the coordinate change (x, y) 7→ (x′′, y′′) as described in section 3.5. The
Newton polygons ∆′′k,∆
′′
l ,∆
′′
1, ...,∆
′′
s will be located as shown in Figure 3(c). Denote
the ordinates of the horizontal edges of ∆′′1, ...,∆
′′
s by p0 > p1 > ... > ps (see
Figure 3(f)). Then the vertices of θ(z, z˜) are respectively (0, ps −m(l, z˜)), (0, p0 +
m(k, z)), (m, p0), (m, ps). Divide θ by horizontal lines as shown in Figure 3(f).
Denote by Θ the C-linear map which takes any polynomial g(x, y) to g′′(x′′, y′′)
along the above coordinate change, and then projects g′′(x′′, y′′) to the space P(θ0),
θ0 := Int(θ) ∪ [(0, ps −m(l, z˜) + 1), (0, p0 +m(k, z)− 1)]. Observe, that Θ induces
the isomorphisms
Span
(
{pi(k,z)ij : m(k, z)i+mj < m ·m(k, z), (i, j) 6= (m− 1, 0)} ∪ {∂f ′′k /∂x′′}
)
≃ Span{(x′′)α(y′′)β : β ≥ p0, m(k, z)α +m(β − p0) < m ·m(k, z)} ,
Span{pi(l,z˜)ij : j > 0, m(l, z˜)i+mj < m ·m(l, z˜)}
≃ Span{(x′′)α(y′′)β : β < ps, m(l, z˜)α+m(ps − β) < m ·m(l, z˜)} ,
Span(
⋃
z∈C′u
Bu,z) ≃ Span{(x′′)α(y′′)β : 0 ≤ α < m, pu ≤ β < pu−1} ,
u = 1, ..., s .
The latter isomorphism statement comes from the fact that the monomials
(x′′)α(y′′)β, 0 ≤ α < m, pu ≤ β < pu−1, project to a basis of the space
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⊕
z∈C′u
OC2,z/Ieg(Cu, z), whereas
⋃
z∈C′u
Bu,z by construction of Step 1 projects to
a basis of the aforementioned space
⊕
z∈C′u
OC2,z/Ieg(Cu, z).
Put ν˜(i, j) = max{λ′′k(i, j), λ′′1(i, j), ..., λ′′s(i, j), λ′′l (i, j)}. Any coefficient Aij,
(i, j) ∈ θ0, of f ′′(x′′, y′′), satisfies Val(Aij) < −ν˜(i, j). Furthermore, we have
Θ(f ′′(x′′, y′′)) = t
 ∑
(i,j)∈θ0
(L1,ij +O(t))t
ν˜(i,j) + L2 · ∂f
′′
∂x′′
 ,
where L1,ij is a linear function with constant coefficients depending on the parame-
ters
ck,zαβ , where m(k, l)α +mβ < m ·m(k, z), (α, β) 6= (m− 1, 0) ,
cl,z˜αβ, where m(l, z˜)α +mβ < m ·m(l, z˜) ,
ch, where h ∈
⋃
z∈C′1
B1,z ∪ ... ∪
⋃
z∈C′s
Bs,z ,
(5.3.33)
andch, where h ∈ ⋃
(u,k)∈Arc(Γ)
Bu ∪
⋃
(u,l)∈Arc(Γ)
Bu ∪
s⋃
α=1
⋃
(u,α)∈Arc(Γ)
Bu
 , (5.3.34)
and L2 is a linear function with constant coefficients depending on the parameters
{ch, h ∈ Bk}, {ch, h ∈
⋃
(s,k)∈Arc(Γ)Bs},
{c(k,z)ij ), m(k, z)i +mj < m ·m(k, z), (i, j) 6= (m− 1, 0)},
{c(k,w)ij , w ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(∂∆k), w 6= z},
{c(u,w)ij , w ∈
⋃
(u,k)∈Arc(Γ)(Cu ∩ Tor(∂∆u))}
. (5.3.35)
Using the isomorphism induced by Θ, we conclude that there exist
c
(k,z)
ij , m(k, z)i+mj < m ·m(k, z), (i, j) 6= (m− 1, 0) ,
ch, h ∈
⋃
z∈C′1
B1,z ∪ ... ∪
⋃
z∈C′s
Bs,z ,
c
(l,z˜)
ij , j > 0, m(l, z˜)i+mj < m ·m(l, z˜) ,
(5.3.36)
and τ(t) ∈ K, Val(τ) ≤ 0 such that
Θ(f ′′(x′′ + tτ(t), y′′) =
∑
(i,j)∈θ0
dz,z˜ij (t)t
νz,z˜(i,j)(x′′)i(y′′)j , (5.3.37)
where Val(dz,z˜ij ) ≤ 0 and the restriction of the tropicalization of f ′′(x′′ + τ(t), y′′) on
θ0 determines the subdivision of θ0 induced by the function νz,z˜ (see the definition
in section 5.1 illustrated in Figure 3(d,e)). Formally, (5.3.37) reduces to a system of
equations for the variables (5.3.36)
c
(k,z)
ij = L
(k,z)
ij +O(t) ,
m(k, z)i+mj < m ·m(k, z), (i, j) 6= (m− 1, 0) ,
c
(l,z˜)
ij = L
(l,z˜)
ij +O(t), j > 0, m(l, z˜)i+mj < m ·m(l, z˜) ,
(5.3.38)
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ch = Lh +O(t), h ∈
⋃
z∈C′1
B1,z ∪ ... ∪
⋃
z∈C′s
Bs,z , (5.3.39)
where L
(k,z)
ij , Lh, L
(l,z˜)
ij are linear function with constant coefficients, whose variables
are dz,z˜ij , (i, j) ∈ θ0, and additionally
• for L(k,z)ij ,{
ch, where h ∈
⋃
(s,k)∈Arc(Γ)Bs ,
c
(k,w)
pq , where w ∈ Tor(∆−k ), (Ck · Tor(∆−k ))w ≥ 2 ,
(5.3.40)
• for Lh, h ∈ Bu, 1 ≤ u ≤ s,
cpq, where (p, q) ∈ ∆−u , (5.3.41)
and 
ch, where h ∈ Bk ,
ch, where h ∈
⋃
(v,k)∈Arc(Γ)Bv ,
c
(k,z)
pq , where m(k, z)p +mq < m ·m(k, z) ,
(p, q) 6= (m− 1, 0) ,
c
(k,w)
pq , where w ∈ Ck ∩ Tor(∂∆k), w 6= z ,
c
(s,w)
pq , where w ∈ ⋃(v,k)∈Arc(Γ)(Cv ∩ Tor(∂∆v))
(5.3.42)
• for L(l,z˜)ij ,{
bh(t), where h ∈
⋃
(v,l)∈Arc(Γ)Bv ,
c
(v,w)
pq , where (v, l) ∈ Arc(Γ), w ∈ Cl ∩ Tor(∆−l ) ,
(5.3.43)
and (5.3.42).
Our demands of dz,z˜ij (t), (i, j) ∈ θ0 are as follows. Let ∆Z be the only triangle
in the subdivision of θ0, and let (m, pu), (0, pu + m(k, z)), (0, pu − m(l, z˜)) be its
vertices. We write dz,z˜ij (t) = d
z,z˜
ij (0)+ e
z,z˜
ij (t), where e
z,z˜
ij (0) = 0, and suppose that the
tropicalization of f ′′(x′′+τ(t), y′′) on any parallelogram of the subdivision of θ0 is the
product of a monomial and some irreducible binomials, and that the tropicalization
of f ′′(x′′ + τ(t), y′′) on ∆Z is (y
′′)puPz,z˜(x
′′, y′′), i.e., the given deformation pattern
multiplied by a monomial. All this, clearly, determines dz,z˜ij (0), (i, j) ∈ θ0, uniquely.
Next we impose conditions on ez,z˜ij (t), (i, j) ∈ θ0. Namely, pick v = 1, ..., s and
consider the parallelogram θz,z˜u from the subdivision of θ, whose vertices are
(m, pv−1), (m, pv), (0, pv−1 +m(k, z)), (0, pv +m(k, z))
if v ≤ u (i.e., the parallelogram lies above the triangle ∆Z , Figure 3(e)), or
(m, pv−1), (m, pv), (0, pv−1 −m(l, z˜)), (0, pv −m(l, z˜))
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if v > u (i.e., the parallelogram lies below the triangle ∆Z , Figure 3(e)). Let
νz,z˜(i, j)
∣∣
θz,z˜v
= αvi+ βvj + γv. Then
t−γvf ′′(x′′t−αv + tτ(t), y′′t−βv) =
∑
(i,j)∈θz,z˜v
dz,z˜ij (t)(x
′′)i(y′′)j +O(t) . (5.3.44)
The tropicalization of the latter polynomial on θz,z˜v defines a curve C
z,z˜
v ⊂ Tor(θz,z˜v )
which consists of components defined by binomials. We demand that the curve,
defined by the polynomial (5.3.44), belongs to the variety Meg(Cz,z˜v ), introduced in
Lemma 5.1(ii). In turn, Lemma 5.1(ii) yields that this can be expressed by a system
of equations
ez,z˜ij = L
z,z˜
ij +O(t), (i, j) ∈ θz,z˜v,0 , (5.3.45)
where θz,z˜v,0 is obtained from θ
z,z˜
v by removing its upper and right edges, if v ≤ u, or
removing the lower and right edges, if v > u (see Figure 3(e)), and Lz,z˜ij are linear
function with constant coefficients and variables ez,z˜i′j′ := d
z,z˜
i′j′−dz,z˜i′j′(0) as (i′, j′) ranges
over θ0 ∩ (θz,z˜v \θz,z˜v,0) and ch, h ∈
⋃
(q,v)∈Arc(Γ)Bq.
At last, let νz,z˜(i, j)
∣∣
∆Z
= αi+ βj + γ. Then the polynomial
t−γf ′′(x′′t−α + τ(t), y′′t−β) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆Z
dz,z˜ij (t)(x
′′)i(y′′)j +O(t)
represents a deformation of (y′′)puPz,z˜(x
′′, y′′), which we want to be S-equisingular
with respect to the singularities of {Pz,z˜ = 0} in C2. As pointed in Step 4, this can
be expressed by a system of equations
ez,z˜ij = L
z,z˜
ij +O(t), (i, j) ∈ Bz,z˜ + pu , (5.3.46)
where Lz,z˜ij are linear functions with constant coefficients and variables e
z,z˜
i′j′, (i
′, j′) ∈
θ0\(Bz,z˜ + pu), and ch, h ∈
⋃
(q,u)∈Arc(Γ)Bq .
The variables in systems (5.3.45), v = 1, ..., s, and (5.3.46) are naturally or-
dered so that, for t = 0, each variable depends linearly only on the preceding vari-
ables; hence by the implicit function theorem this bunch of equations can be re-
solved with respect to ez,z˜ij , (i, i) ∈ θ0. We then plug the solution obtained to system
(5.3.38), (5.3.39), noticing that, in this substitution, the variables c
(q,w)
ij , mentioned
in (5.3.43), enter the terms O(t) for all q, w, i, j.
Step 7. Before we join all the equation obtained in the preceding steps into
one system, we should like to notice that some equations may be dependent, and
hence must be removed from the system, since we finally intent to apply the implicit
function theorem. Namely, the system of equations (5.3.38), (5.3.39), obtained in
Step 6, is, in fact, included in the system (5.3.38), (5.3.32). Indeed, in our setting,
(5.3.32) takes form
ch = L
q
h ({ch′ : h′ ∈ Bv, (v, q) ∈ Arc(Γ)}) +O(t), h ∈ Bq, q = 1, ..., s . (5.3.47)
By the implicit function theorem we can resolve system (5.3.38), (5.3.39) with re-
spect to the variables in the left-hand side, then we substitute the expressions for
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ck,zij , c
l,z˜
ij into (5.3.39). The right-hand sides of the resulting system (5.3.39) depend
on the same bunch of variables as in (5.3.47), and, by our construction, system
(5.3.47) implies the property that the distinct multiple components of any of the
curves C1, ..., Cs do not glue up with each other and with any other component
in a neighborhood of
⋃s
i=1(Sing(C
red
i )\Singiso(Ci) along the deformation defined by
f(x, y). In turn system (5.3.39) simply expresses the latter property for some of the
multiple components of C1, ..., Cs. Hence the claim follows, and we get rid of all
equations (5.3.39), including instead equations (5.3.47) in the final system.
Step 8. All the conditions imposed on the required polynomial f(x, y), we have
expressed as systems of equations
• (5.3.32) for all k = 1, ..., N ,
• (5.3.38) for all pairs {(k, σ, z), (l, σ˜, z˜)} ∈ Π.
The orientation Γ induces an ordering of the variables in the above united system
such that, for t = 0, each variable is expressed only via strongly preceding variables,
and hence the system can be solved by the implicit function theorem.
Geometric meaning of the imposed conditions is that f(x, y) induces a S-
equisingular one-parametric deformation for each point z ∈ Singiso(Ck) ∩ (C∗)2, for
all k = 1, ..., N , and for each point z ∈ Sing(Cz,z˜), {(k, σ, z), (l, σ˜, z˜)} ∈ Π. Further-
more, each point z ∈ Sing(Credk )\Singiso(Ck), 1 ≤ k ≤ N , bears dimOC2,z/Ieg(Ck, z)
nodes, because the curves C(t) ⊂ Tor(∆) have no multiple components (the curve
C(t) crosses Tor(∂∆) with multiplicity 1 at each point by assumptions of section
5.1). At last, notice that C(t) has no other singular points, for example, a point
z ∈ Tor(σ)∩Ck ∩Cl, σ = ∆k ∩∆l, with (Ck ·Tor(σ))z = 1 bears no singular points
in view of Lemma 3.2.
Step 9. We complete the last task, explaining that the polynomials f(x, y) ∈
K[x, y], constructed in the preceding steps, contain a family described by (5.3.23),
(5.3.24).
To obtain the required family, it is sufficient to show that the polynomials
h ∈ ⋃Nk=1Bk and all the polynomials pi(k,z)ij , introduced in Step 2, can be chosen so
that they do not contain monomials xαyβ, (α, β) ∈ B. Indeed, if the latter holds,
then the solution to the system considered in Step 8 depend on the coefficients cω,
ω ∈ B, as free parameters.
Pick k = 1, ..., N . If B ∩ ∆k ⊂ ∆−k , then by construction, the polynomials
h ∈ Bk and the polynomials pi(k,z)ij , j > 0, do not contain the monomials xαyβ,
(α, β) ∈ B. Assume that |B∩∆k| ≤ 3. Then by transformations g(x, y) ∈ C[x, y] 7→
ag(bx, cy), a, b, c ∈ C∗, we can freely vary the coefficients of xαyβ, (α, β) ∈ B ∩∆k,
in any polynomial g(x, y) with Newton polygon ∆k. On the other hand, all the
strata MS(Ck, z), M
eg(Ck, z), and M
sqh(Ck, z), which appear in Definition 5.2, are
invariant with respect to the above transformations (close to the identity). Hence
(cf. the proof of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6) the polynomials h ∈ Bk and all pi(k,z)ij can be
chosen free of the monomials xαyβ, (α, β) ∈ B. ✷
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5.4 Proof of Lemma 3.12
Let (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q(nA1). Take any vector ζ ∈ R2\{0} which in not parallel to
any of the edges of S, and orient the arcs of A so that they form acute angles with
the chosen vector. This defines an orientation Γ of A, meeting the requirements of
Theorem 5. Furthermore, the deformation patterns R and all the triads (∆k,∆
−
k , Ck)
are transversal according to Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6. For example, if ∆k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , is a
triangle, the inequality of Lemma 5.5(i), serving as the transversality criterion, holds
true, since the b-invariant vanishes for nodes, Ck is non-singular along Tor(∂∆k),
and ε = 1 for all edges in ∆+k 6= ∅. Thus, Theorem 5 applies, and the set B can
be chosen as follows. For any parallelogram ∆k the set ∆
+
k is the union of two
neighboring edges. Then we take V (S) and remove all the interior vertices of ∆+k
for all parallelograms ∆k.
Notice that |B| = r + 1, that is, formulas (5.3.23), (5.3.24) describe all the
polynomials f ∈ K[x, y] with Newton polygon ∆, defining n-nodal curves in ΛK(∆)
and tropicalizing into (A, S, F,R).
We separate equations for cij , (i, j) ∈ V (S)\B, from (5.3.24). Namely, let
ω1,k, ω2,k, ω3,k, ω4,k be the vertices of a parallelogram ∆k, listed clockwise, and ω1,k 6∈
∆−k . Then an equation for M
eg(Ck) (see section 5.2), involving the coefficients at
the vertices of ∆k, reads
(aω1,k + cω1,k)(aω3,k + cω3,k)− (aω2,k + cω2,k)(aω4,k + cω4,k) = O(t) ,
where O(t) includes the terms containing t to a positive power. Since
aω1,kaω3,k − aω2,kaω4,k = 0, we can rewrite system (5.3.24) in the form
cij = Φij({cω : ω ∈ V (S)}), (i, j) ∈ ∆\V (S) , (5.4.48)
{
cω1,kaω3,k + cω3,kaω1,k − cω2,kaω4,k − cω4,kaω2,k = O(t) ,
1 ≤ k ≤ N, |V (∆k)| = 4 .
(5.4.49)
Consider now equations f(p1) = ... = f(pr) = 0. Let xs = Val(ps) correspond
to an edge σs of S. Without loss of generality, suppose that σs lies on the horizontal
coordinate axis, ν
∣∣
σs
= 0, ν(i, j) > 0 as (i, j) 6∈ σs. Then ps = (ξ0s + ξ1s t, η0s + η1st),
where ξ0s , η
0
s ∈ C∗, ξ1s , η1s ∈ K, Val(ξ1s ),Val(η1s) ≤ 0.
Assume that |σs| = 1, i.e., σs = [ω′s, ω′′s ], ω′s = (i, 0), ω′′s = (i+ 1, 0). Then the
equation f(ps) = 0 in the form (3.7.18) reads
(aω′s + cω′s) + (aω′′s + cω′′s )(ξ
0
s + ξ
1
s t) = O(t) ,
that, in view of aω′s + aω′′s ξ
0
s = 0, transforms into
cω′s + cω′′s ξ
0
s = O(t) .
Assume that |σs| = m ≥ 2, i.e, without loss of much generality, σs = [ω′s, ω′′s ],
ω′s = (0, 0), ω
′′
s = (m, 0). We consider only the case when σs is a common edge
of two triangles ∆k,∆l (cf. Figure 2), since the situation when σs is an edge of
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a parallelogram can be treated in the same way, but requires a more complicated
notation. Let z = Tor(σs) ∩ Ck ∩ Cl. We have
f(x, y) =
m∑
i=0
(ai,0 + ci,0)x
i +O(t) =
m∑
i=0
ci,0x
i + am,0(x+ ξ
0
s )
m +O(t) .
The coordinate change x = x′ + ξ0s takes f(x, y) into
f ′(x′, y) =
m−1∑
i=0
c′i,0(x
′)i + (am,0 + cm,0)(x
′)m +O(t) ,
where
c′i,0 =
m∑
j=i
cj(ξ
0
s )
j−i
(
j
i
)
, i = 0, ..., m− 1 .
Furthermore, there is
τ = −c
′
m−1,0
mam,0
+O(t) + h.o.t. ∈ K ,
where “h.o.t.” contains all monomials in cω, ω ∈ ∆, of degree ≥ 2, such that the
polynomial f ′′(x′′, y) := f ′(x′ + τ, y) has zero coefficient of xm−1. Then
f ′′(x′′, y) =
m−2∑
i=1
c′′i,0(x
′′)i+(am,0+c
′′
m,0)(x
′′)m+y(a′′01+c
′′
01)t
p+y−1(a′′0,−1+c
′′
0,−1)t
q+... .
where we omit monomials (x′′)iyj with (i, j) 6∈ ∆z, ∆z = conv{(m, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1)},
and have
c′′i,0 = c
′
i,0 +O(t) + h.o.t., i = 0, ..., m− 2, c′′m,0(0) = c′′01(0) = c′′0,−1(0) = 0 ,
whereas a′′01, a
′′
0,−1 ∈ C∗, and p, q are distinct positive integers, about which we
assume p < q. By Lemma 3.10, the tropicalization of f ′′(x′′, y) determines a sub-
division, containing the triangle ∆z, and the corresponding deformation pattern.
In particular, c′′i,0 = O(t), i = 0, ..., m − 2. Another consequence is that, plugging
the coordinates x′′ = tξ1s − τ , y = η0s + η1st of ps into f ′′(x′′, y), we obtain that the
minimal powers of t appear from monomials xm and y, and they must compensate
each other, since the coordinates of ps annihilate f
′′, that is
η0sa
′′
01t
p + am,0(ξ
1
s t− τ)m + h.o.t. = 0 .
The latter equation leads to
τ = ξ1s t−
(
−η
0
sa
′′
01
am,0
)1/m
tp/m + h.o.t. .
Combining this with the above formulas for τ , c′′i,0, c
′
i,0, it is not difficult to derive
the relation
c00 − a00
am,0
cm,0 = c00 + (−1)m+1(ξ0s )mcm,0 = (−1)mmam,0(ξ0s )m−1ξ1s t
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+(−1)m−1m(ξ0s )m−1(−ξ0sa′′01am−1m,0 )1/mtp/m + Φs , (5.4.50)
where Φs is some analytic function of parameters aij, cij , (i, j) ∈ ∆, ξ0s , ξ1s , η0s , η1s ,
t, whose terms contain t to a positive power, or variables cij to the total power ≥ 2.
We point out that formula (5.4.50) gives m distinct equations.
Thus, we finally obtain
∏r
s=1 |σs| distinct systems of equations for the coeffi-
cients of f(x, y). Each system consists of equations (5.4.48), (5.4.49) and (5.4.50),
the latter one being in the form
cω′saω′′s − cω′′s aω′s = O(t) + h.o.t., s = 1, ..., r . (5.4.51)
We now put ci0j0 = 0 for some (i0, j0) ∈ B, and apply the implicit function theorem
in order to conclude that the system has a unique solution. The conditions of the
implicit function theorem are fulfilled, since, for example, the independence of the
linearized system (5.4.49), (5.4.51) for t = 0 is equivalent to that of system (3.7.14),
(3.7.15) treated in section 3.7, Step 1.
6 Counting real nodal curves
The complex conjugation naturally acts in K, which allows us to speak on real K-
curves, i.e., defined over the subfield KR of Puiseux series with real coefficients. If, for
example, the given points p1, ...,pr belong to (K
∗
R
)2, using the formulas from Lemmas
3.5, 3.6, 3.9, one can count how many real tropicalizations (A, S, F,R) ∈ Q∆(nA1)
correspond to a nodal amoeba A. Then, taking the real solutions of equations
(5.4.50), we can decide how many real nodal curves correspond to a given amoeba,
and thereby confirm the formulae suggested by Mikhalkin in [17]. Here we focus on
a related problem of computing the Welschinger number χ∆(p1, ...,pr), introduced
in a general symplectic setting in [34]. In our situation it is the number of real nodal
irreducible curves passing through the given real points and counted with the sign
(−1)nsol , where, for a given real nodal curve, nsol is the number of its real solitary
nodes (i.e., locally given by x2+y2 = 0). The importance of this number comes from
Welschinger’s theorem [34] that, for rational nodal curves, χ∆(p1, ...,pr) does not
depend on the choice of the fixed points. This means, when calculated for a special
configuration of real r = |∂∆∩Z2|−1 points, |χ∆(p1, ...,pr)| provides a lower bound
for the number of real rational curves passing through an arbitrary collection of r
real generic points in Tor(∆).
As a consequence of the results of the preceding sections we state
Proposition 6.1 In the notation of section 3, given generic points x1, ...,xr ∈ Q2
and p1, ...,pr ∈ (K∗R)2 such that Val(pi) = xi, i = 1, ..., r, and an irreducible nodal
amoeba A of rank r, passing through p1, ...,pr, the following holds:
(i) if the dual subdivision S contains an edge of even length, the contribution to
χ∆(p1, ...,pr) of real n-nodal curves, passing through p1, ...,pr and projecting
onto A, is zero;
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(ii) if the dual subdivision S has only edges of odd length, there exists a unique
real irreducible n-nodal curve, passing through p1, ...,pr and projecting onto
A, and its contribution to χ∆(p1, ...,pr) is (−1)s, where s is the total number
of interior integral points in the triangles of S.
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 3.7, to count irreducible nodal curves, we have
to consider only irreducible nodal amoebas.
Let S contain an edge σ of even lengthm. Given a real tropicalization f1, ..., fN ,
by the formulas of Lemma 3.9, we can associate with the edge σ either zero, or two
real deformation patterns, which in turn are independent on how many real solutions
equations (5.4.50) have. If the real deformation patterns do exist, their explicit
formulas can be extracted from the computation in the proof of Lemma 3.9. Namely,
one real deformation pattern corresponds to the Chebyshev polynomial P (x) =
cos(m · arccos(2−(m−1)/mx)), and this deformation pattern has m − 1 real solitary
nodes by [21], Proposition 2.5. The other real deformation pattern corresponds to
the polynomial−P (x√−1), and it has one non-solitary node besidesm−2 imaginary
nodes. Thus, claim (i) follows, since an exchange of the above deformation patterns
changes the parity of the number of solitary real nodes.
If S contains only edges of odd length, then the formulas in the proof of
Lemmas 3.5, 3.9 and equations (5.4.50) give a unique real choice for an n-nodal
curve through p1, ...,pr, projecting onto A. It is a simple exercise to check that
the real tropicalizations to triangles and real deformation patterns associated with
edges of odd length have only imaginary or real solitary nodes, whereas the real
tropicalizations to parallelograms do not bear solitary real nodes. Thus, statement
(ii) follows. ✷
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